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INTRODUCTION
Christianity in all its traditional forms declares
itself to be an historic religion. The advance and refine-
ment of the scientific method in the nineteenth century
impinged upon Christianity first, not in the area of pure
dogmatics, but in the field of historical studies. Very
soon the main concern of both theologians and historians
was with the historic person from whom Christianity takes
its rise, Jesus of Nazareth. In the presence of this
rediscovery of the historic Jesus Christian thought tended
to center in the sub-division of Christian theology known as
Christology.
Chrlstology embraces the doctrine of Christ* s person.
Soterlology is the doctrine of Christ's work, or the doctrine
of salvation. "Some writers include both the person and work
under the term Christology." 1 The term is employed in this
Inclusive sense throughout this study.
It was the purpose of this study to determine and
describe the Chrlstology constructed by George Angler Gordon.
In the pursuit of this objective it was necessary to give
secondary consideration to those Influences which shaped his
thought and his relationship to the historic stream of thought.
1. Philip Schaff, "Christology," ERK, I, 451,

The importance and value of a study in Chrlstology
needs no defense. The person and work of Jesus Christ is
a persistent problem for saint and skeptic alike. Kepler
2has made this plain with his recent anthology, and
Lawton* s title suggests the same thing— Confl ict in
2Chrlstology
. Gordon, a scholar of real merit, was forced
to take his thought about Christ into the pulpit and life.
This he did with eminent success for more than forty years
as pastor of the Old South Church, Boston, Massachusetts.
Two books, The Christ of Today (1895) and Ultimate Concept-
ions of Faith (1903) give explicit statement of his Christ-
ology, buth further treatment is found in his nine other
books and more than one hundred and sixty published sermons
and articles. In this study an attempt is made to clarify
and condense Gordon* s Chrlstology, and to show, secondarily,
his relationship to Jonathan Edwards, in whose tradition he
considered himself to have stood. This had not been done
before.
The method employed was to read all the available
writings of Gordon* and of those supporting and criticizing
him. Jonathan Edwards's works concerning Chrlstology were
also read. From this reading all passages concerning
Chrlstology were extracted and classified according as they
dealt with Christ* 8 person or work. These passages were then
2. T.S. Kepler, Contemporary Thinking About Jesus
,
1944.
3. J.S. Lawton, Conflict In Chrlstology"! 1947.
,
:
'
'
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checked against the known experiences of Gordon* s life in
order to determine what influences were Operative in the
formulation of his Christology. Further comparison was
made of Gordon's position with the traditional Christological
thinking out of which he had emerged, and with his contempo-
raries. The major problem throughout the study was the
systematic description of Gordon* s own Christology.
George Angler Gordon, the son of George Gordon and
Catherine Hutcheson, was born on January 2, 1853. His father
was the overseer of the estate of Pitodrie, in the Parish of
Oyne
,
Aberdeenshire, Scotland, and was "carefully educated
and unalterably fixed in the faith of John Calvin.
"
4 His
mother was the daughter of a noted Scottish farm overseer
of Aberdeenshire. She married George Gordon when she was
four months under fifteen years of age. Thirteen children
were born to them, six sons and seven daughters. To her
large family Catherine Hutcheson brought a strain of Celtic
affection and a sympathetic understanding which nicely
balanced the strong and commanding father. Gordon's child-
hood was a composite of bright pleasures and pall of disaster,
lived out amid human affection, but under an unpltying
Scottish climate. Reform did not come to the Scottish public
school system until after Gordon had left his native land for
4. Gordon, MER, 15
1I
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the United States of America In 1871, However, in terms
of thoroughness, the stern and accomplished Scottish
schoolmaster taught his restricted curriculum well. The
blble and the Shorter Catechism, the latter an outline of
Calvinistic theology, were taught along with reading,
writing, arithmetic, Latin, Literature, and vocal music.
Writing of his boyhood religion Gordon said, ’’The
current religion was under the shadow of John Calvin and
his Scottish followers; and to me it was meager, blasted,
unlovely, and indeed inhuman." 5 The Gordons clung to
their faith with a righteous heroism akin to the stubborn-
ness with which they tilled their land.
Rural Scotland could not provide a livelihood for
all her sons, and emigration was commonplace in Gordon’s
day. The two-week sea voyage as a steerage passenger took
fourteen pounds from the rugged one hundred and seventy-five
pound Gordon, but brought him safely to Quebec, Canada. A
day's travel by train brought him to Boston on the evening
of July 13, 1871. The deep experiences of farewell to
family and native heath, of entering a new country, and of
competing for employment were softened little by the fact
that a sister was sharing them with him.
The following three years were filled with a series
5. Gordon, MER, 118

12
of jobs providing little more than subsistence, but by care-
ful use of both funds and spare hours Gordon capitalized
these years to good advantage. By self-denial he was able
to purchase a few books. He tells us, "A few of the books
which I bought were Byron, Dryden, Pope, Cowper, Coleridge,
and these were born companions. 1,6 A friend gave him access
to Shakespeare, and Milton was borrowed from the Public
Library. An intelligent American citizenship was built upon
a six-volume edition of Daniel Webster’s works. The theater
attracted him on a few occasions, but music scarcely at all
interested him.
“In December, 1871, I called upon my pastor the
Reverend Luther H. Angler, minister of the Fourth Presbyter-
ian Church, South Boston, with reference to joining the
church.”
7
This association, formed so soon after his arrival
in America, was to prove determinative In Gordon* s life, and
his own recognition of this influence Is evident in the fact
that Gordon added the name Angler to his own. Gordon had been
in succession a safe-builder, stonemason, painter, and assist-
ant editor of a monthly paper called “The Cherub” which, he
D
remarks, "I believe has long ago returned to heaven,' 1 when
Mrs. Angler opened the way for him to prepare for the vocation
of minister. For three years the friendship of the Anglers
6. Gordon, MER, 154.
7. Ibid.
,
143.
8. Ibid., 142.
>1
f
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had been leading Gordon forward In self-confidence. Of the
role Mrs. Angler played in opening the way for him to attend
theological school Gordon wrote:
She it was who called upon Dr. Tarbox, then
Secretary of the Education Society, after which
an interview was arranged between this high-
minded individual and me.... He wrote to Dr. Pond,
then President of Bangor Theological Seminary,
on my behalf. This letter from ^r. Tarbox to
Dr. Pond brought from Dr. Pond to me a letter
inviting me to enter Seminary that autumn,
September 16, 1874.
^
In Bangor he spent "three as happy years as any mortal ever
spent. "10
The course of study at Bangor Theological Seminary
included the New Testament in Greek, the Old Testament in
Hebrew, Church History, and Systematic Theology, "a good
version clearly and sincerely delivered, of the old New
England Calvinism. "U At the end of the first year each
student was assigned to a Home Missionary parish to preach
during the vacation. Gordon was assigned to Temple, in
Franklin County, Maine, and he served this parish for two
vacations of three months each. There, too, he was ordained
a Christian minister on June 20, 1877, and remained as the
pastor for one year following his graduation from the
Seminary.
Somewhat reversing the normal process of ministerial
training, and again with the services of the Anglers, Gordon
9. Gordon, MER, 148
10. Ibid.
,
177.
11. Ibid.
,
177.
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sought entrance to Harvard College. Mr. Angler called upon
President Eliot concerning the admission of Gordon as a
special student, and an interview was arranged. Gordon has
described it thus:
I saw the august President the next day, June 15th.
at nine o'clock in the morning, at 17 Quincy Street.
He received me with the utmost kindness, spoke words
of encouragement and hope, sent me away, with little
waste of time to him or to me, with an exalted mind,
and a purpose more determined than ever. 12
Subsequently Gordon was admitted as a special student, and
in the fall of 1878 he began that quest for intellectual
development which was his sole purpose in attending Harvard
College.
With a stern deliberateness of mind he set himself
to his task under the ablest guidance that the world could
then provide. The Greek Classics were his by the mind of
William Watson Goodwin, and the philosophical studies were
opened to him by other masters in their fields including
George Herbert Palmer and William James. The grand vistas
of the human mind opened for him by the Harvard faculty
could not be ventured upon without severe struggle. This
new vision was in continued conflict with all his previous
training. The conflict was resolved by a profound religious
and intellectual experience which occurred one morning as he
sat in Appleton Chapel waiting for the devotions to begin.
Through that experience he set at the oenter of his life the
12. Gordon, MER, 149
1..
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value of human nature as hie standard of Judgment.
After two years as a special student, by the unanimous
vote of the faculty, Gordon joined the Class of 1881 In its
senior year, passed all the required examinations, and took
the degree of A.B. magna cum laude, with honors in Philosophy.
During these years at Harvard Gordon had lived with the
Anglers in Cambridge, and from 1881 until his marriage in
1890 they lived with him. It was upon his graduation from
Harvard that he made their name a part of his.
President Eliot wished Gordon to go abroad on a
fellowship for two years of study in the English and German
universities, and to return to Harvard to teach Ecclesiastical
History. Of deflection from this opportunity by the force of
circumstance Gordon wrote:
This opportunity I should have embraced at once but
for the death of my father in 1881. His death left
my good mother and two minor children without support,
and I was the only son to whom the bereaved household
could at that time look for aid. I must earn money
and I must do it at once.-^
He was called to the Second Congregational Church of
Greenwich, Connecticut, and began his service there on August
1, 1881. Shorn of the protective wool of the New England
Theology he had to prove by experience and service that the
essentials of Christianity could survive without the tradition-
al garments of orthodoxy. He has suggested that while his
message was small in mass it was charged with the vitality
13. Gordon, MER, 213.
:<
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of personal experience. Daring the first year in
Greenwich he made four hundred pastoral calls, and he
found the Church healthy in its attitude toward its ministry,
generous in its charity, and so well organized that it almost
ran of its own accord. Gordon was extremely happy and con-
templating no change when what he has called 15 Incredible 11
happened.
Such was my mood when the incredible happened. In
January, 1883, the Old South Church of Boston called
me to become its minister In succession to Jacob
Merrill Manning recently deceased. All Greenwich
rose up in protest, and this protest made it impossi-
ble for me to leave. Another year, with further
correspondence with the leaders of the Old South,
convinced me that should the call be renewed I must
go. The call was renewed In January, 1884, and on
the last day of March of that year I said farewell
to Greenwich. It was with a sense of vast bereave-
ment that I turned my face toward Boston.
As Gordon went to Boston he had in hand an Informal
Invitation from Johns Hopkins University to teach Ethics.
Although he preferred to remain In the pastorate he wrote
in later life that if the examining council had failed to
16install him he would have accepted the new academic opening.
It was with the recommendation of President Eliot of Harvard
that the call had been extended to Gordon, and also under his
urging that the call had been accepted, but this was not an
adequate assurance, notwithstanding Eliot's tremendous
influence, that Gordon would be installed. New England
Calvinism was the theological system then dominating almost
14. Gordon, MER, 214
15. Ibid., 225.
16. Ibid., 213.
.
17
every Congregationalist pulpit in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The only type of minister that an installing
council would recognize was one who accepted the tenets of
New England Calvinism, and the issue before the council
Installing Gordon was the matter of his fitness as represent-
ative of that theology. On the basis of his own statement
of belief it was evident to the council that he rejected
two basic positions— the New England theory of the Atonement,
and the everlasting punishment of the wicked. Gordon made
plain his belief in the Being of God, the Person of Jesus
Christ, the Holy Spirit, the value of the Bible, the distinct-
ness between the righteous and the unrighteous life, the
purpose of the minister to save souls by the grace of God,
and the hope of a new heaven and a new earth wherein dwelleth
righteousness. All this was satisfactory, and to its suffici-
ency for Installation the liberals present gave their support.
The conservatives felt that more was necessary. Gordon wrote
later that there was an "utter failure on the part of able
and good men who had given their lives in Christian service"
to have a Just perspective on the values of their faith .
^
Dr. E. B. Webb, moderator of the council, who had consented
18to give the Installing prayer withdrew his consent to do so.
After three hours of debate the council voted forty-eight to
eighteen to install him. That unexpectedly long debate,
17. Gordon, MER, 233.
18. Ibid.
,
234.
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beginning at five-thirty in the afternoon and extending
well through the dinner hour, delayed the service of
installation so that it was not finished until almost
midnight. Although the circumstances were not conducive
to a sense of spiritual benediction that service of
installation on April 2, 1884 in Old South Church marked
the turning point in Congregatlonallst theology from
Calvinism to the new and unnamed liberalism. The warfare
between the old and new did not cease, but the tide of
battle had turned. For years, with both written and
spoken word, and on numerous fronts, Gordon was under
constant pressure,but as his antagonists decreased he
increased*
When Gordon began his ministry in Old South Church
Phillips Brooks was at the height of his power and eloquence
in the pulpit of Trinity Church across Copley Square, Bos ton.
Edward Everett Hale was in the South Church, and the noted
Unitarian Brook Hereford was at Arlington Street. These
were difficult years for a thirty-one year old pastor not
unanimously supported by his own denomination. Gordon has
described his sense of mission with these words:
The primary mission of the preacher of the Christian
Gospel is to make Christian character by the grace and
power of Christian ideas.... To show human beings that
the Gospel of Jesus is the highest good; is the chief
purpose of the Christian preacher, since out of the
vision of the highest good must come a new man, a new
humanity.
^
19. Gordon, MER, 249-250
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•'For the first seventeen years of his ministry
there was no associate or assistant minister and he did
all the pastoral calling of the parish as well as the
preaching, Gordon'
s
morning hours were given to
sustaining studies chiefly in literature and philosophy.
Of his marriage he has written:
Miss Susan Huntington Manning, oldest daughter of
my predesessor in the ministry of Old South Church,
Dr. Jacob Merrill Manning, and I were married in her
mother's home, 29 Gloucester Street, Boston, on June
3, 1890 by Phillips Brooks, Dr. W. H. Fenn, of
Portland, an uncle of the bride, and my old friend,
the Rev. L. H. Angler, assisting. 21
Thirty five years later he wrote that he wished he could
tell Brooks that "since our wedding day, and what he did
for us then, I should like to live it all over again.
As the years passed and Gordon grew in professional
stature there came to his home not only old friends but
new ones, and whether old or new they were an impressive
group of distinguished persons. Among that group were to
be counted Dr. Robert Horton, Dr. Watson, Dr. A.M. Falrbairn
of England, and of America President and Mrs. Eliot, Dr. George
P. Fisher, and Dr. Theodore T. Munger. Among his professional
friends in the Ministers' Club of Boston were such worthies
as the President of Boston University, Dr. William F. Warren,
the distinguished philosopher Borden P. Bowne, Joseph Henry
Thayer, Alexander V. G. Allen, and Andrew P. Peabody.
20. Edwin P. Booth, "George Angler Gordon," Zlons Herald,
CXXV:27, July 2, 1947.
21. Gordon, MER, 263.
22. Ibid., 265.
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His service to higher education was continual. He
was a member of the Harvard University Board of Preachers
under the voluntary system from 1886 until 1890, and under
the system of official selection from 1906 until 1909. He
was a preacher to Yale University from 1888 until 1906,
Lyman Beecher lecturer in 1901, and Nathaniel W. Taylor
lecturer in 1909. In 1896 he delivered the first of the
now famous Ingersoll Lecturers on Immortality, and in 1900
he was the Lowell Institute speaker.
His gifts found expression in administrative channels
also. From 1897 until 1909 he was a member of the Board of
Overseers of Harvard University, and president of the Alumni
Association in 1918. Andover Theological Seminary elected
him as a Trustee for the years 1908 to 1917. Several uni-
versities conferred honorary degrees upon him. Among these
were Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Bowdoln.
His service to his denomination was no less vigorous.
Strong support of the liberal theology and its representatives
seeking assignment by the American Board of Missions was
always his Interest. For the preservation of the Congregation-
alist name and heritage he opposed the action leading toward
union of the Congregationallsts with the United Brethren and
the Methodist Protestant bodies. He cast his full weight in
the balance against the Emanuel Movement which was seeking to
turn the churches into psychic sanitariums, or clinical
centers. In 1908, on one of his many trips abroad which
carried him to Egypt, the Hold Land, Europe, and especially
:•>
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to Scotland, he served as preacher to the Edinburgh
Conference of the International Congregational Council.
His ever increasing power in the pulpit reached
out beyond the range of hearing as from his hand there
came a regular stream of books. Beginning in 1893 and
with intervals of never more than five or six years his
books were published by one of the nations leading pub-
lishers. Between books there were Innumerable articles
and single sermons placed in the presses.
His first associate minister, who served with him
from 1901 until 1911, was Dr. Allen Eastman Cross. Other
associates included Willis H. Butler, Archibald Black, and
Boynton Merrill. These men, and others, lifted some of the
burden of pastoral calling from Gordon. He reported that
Rev. Warren S. Archibald "as a special servant of the church
for one year made in eleven months more than a thousand
visitations.
Forty-three consecutive years of leadership from the
pulpit came to an end in 1927. Although he counted himself
a conservative it was without reliance upon outworn forms
of thought or appeal to ancient miracles that he steadfastly
and bravely constructed a new and liberal New England
Theology. The year 1927 saw the publication of Walter
Lippman* s able work, Preface to Morale. Here Gordon saw a
23 Gordon, MER, 332

22
challenge to the position he had held through his mature
ministry. Gordon had moved from humanistic foundations to
a theistlc conclusion, and he saw in Lippman's work a
movement from the same basis to atheistic conclusions. A
review and critique of this book was his last work.
On October 24, 1929 he passed from this world
survived by his wife Susan Manning Gordon, one daughter
Ruth, an uncounted host of friends and disciples. His great
soul had left its blessing in the land of the living.
Specific consideration of his books, his relation
to historic Christian thought and life, and an evaluation
of his contribution have been left to later pages of this
study.



CHAPTER I
THE WORK OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS
This chapter will be devoted to a consideration not
only of specific treatments of Gordon's Christology, but
also to his contemporary support and opposition. This will
be done for two reasons. First, the number of critical studies
of Gordon’s Christology does not adequately indicate the import-
ance with which he was regarded in his own day. Second, an
appreciation of the religious atmosphere in which Gordon lived
and worked is necessary for the historical understanding of
his Christology.
There is no publication treating solely with Gordon's
Christology except from his own hand, The Christ of Today (1895).
Nor is there any biographical volume devoted solely to Gordon
except his autobiography, My Education and Religion (1925)
A. Contemporary Theological Support.
Lyman Abbott, speaking at a dinner of the Old South
Club, January 30, 1901, said:
We ministers are as free as we have need to be. And
no man living today has done more to win this freedom
for unpadlocked lips in every pulpit than Dr. Gordon. 4
24. Editorial in The Congregatlonallst
,
LXXXIX:19, May 7, 1904

25
Quite naturally such a spokesman for freedom found large
support in the America of 1900. But the place of leadership
is not always easy for a cause may seem more popular in
retrospect than in prospect. Twenty-five years after Lyman
Abbott spoke so generously, and on the occasion of Gordons
death, the Congregational! 8
t
magazine carried a number of
testimonies to him by his contemporaries. The editor wrote,
"His actual leadership, indirectly and directly, was probably
the most powerful single determinant of Congregational life
and thought during the past half-century. 1,25 Dr. William
E. Hocking of Harvard University added, "He has left with us
a great illustration of the function of the ministry in modern
life. h26 Frederick H. Page, writing in the same edition of
that Journal said:
Perhaps it will longest be remembered of Dr
.
Gordon
that he, above all others in his generation, Interpreted
and mediated the so-called New Theology, first to
Boston and New England, and then quite widely to other
parts of our country. 22
A man twenty-three years Gordon’s senior, one of the
great mediators of the New Theology, Dr. Theodore T. Munger,
was among Gordon’s closest friends. Seldom does a theological
trail-blazer find unqualified support. It is sufficient to
find a kindred spirit. Gordon found that spirit in Munger 0
25. Editorial in The Congregationalist
,
CXIV:46, November 24,
1929.
26. William E. Hocking, Ibid
. ,
p. 638.
27. Frederick H. Page, Loc. clt
.
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and wrote of him:
For two and twenty years Munger and I were among
the closest of friends. We wrote each other often
and at greath length on the theological questions of
the day. We differed in type; we differed in opinion
a good deal; neither in any case changed or modified
a belief or conviction of the other; yet the constant
attrition of mind with mind put edge upon both, and
our debates brought into clearness the wide expanses
of thought which we held in common, and the peculiar
possessions which each had won by his own 'fcolX
,
and
which neither would surrender to the other,
A letter from Munger to Gordon written in the good humor of
friendship attests not only their relationship but gives
evidence of support for Gordon from Dr, George P, Fisher,
the noted ecclesiastical historian. Munger wrote:
He (Fisher) spoke of your sermon in unqualified
terms of admiration and he gave me the whole line
of thought. It is the first time this year he has
spoken in this way. It confirmed my fear that you
will become a popular preacher,
It is noted, even by Gordon himself, that his support
came largely from his younger contemporaries. He wrote,
"It is true that in my own denomination the older ministers
were critical, a number of them in Boston and the vicinity
being unable to see in me any good. 1,30
Joseph M. M. Gray, one of these younger contemporaries,
published in 1936 a collection of biographical appreciations
entitled Prophets of the Soul
.
"George A. Gordon: the
Magnificent Rebel" is the title of one chapter. His appraisal
*
28. Gordon, MER, 312
29. Ibid., 316.
30. Ibid., 318-19.
:r.
f
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of Gordon suggests that "In the disintegration of the New
England Theology, the central figure of such a critical
and decisive event was George A. Gordon." 31 A comparison
with the role of Bushnell is stated thus:
Bushnell restored Christ to the center of
American theology. Brooks, of course, had no
other thought of it. But it was Gordon, not
Bushnell, who restated the case in convincing
terms, and in terms perhaps as final as anything
can be in the variable continuities of theology?^
Again, this time laying emphasis on Gordon' s installation
at Old South Church, Gray wrote:
But Gordon, whose books surpass Bushnell' s in
number, content, and circulation, and whose pulpit
and pastoral ministry extended over a longer period
than that of Brooks and commanded even more serious
intellectual respect, achieved the great and fructi-
fying accomplishment, which Initiated his life long
theological service and gave it both possibility and
power, in one brief critical, and courageous adventure
of conviction which brought to an end the reign of
New England Theology* and consolidated liberal Pro-
testant thought in America in a position, from which,
within fifty years, it has won practically universal
acceptance. That adventure of conviction was at his
installation as minister of Old South Church. 33
Imbedded in Gray's appraisal of Gordon is the correct obser-
vation that Phillips Brooks was implicitly a supporter of
Gordon, Of Brooks Gordon said, "I have never lived so
intensely in any man's life as I did in the great friendly
31. Gray, POS, 193
32. Ibid., 201.
33. Ibid.
,
204-5.
I
28
soul of Phillips Brooks. ,l '54 However, their friendship was
largely one of moral inspiration and the charm of companion-
ship. Gordon has written, "That he ever contributed to my
Intellect any idea that I had not previously received from
other sources is simply not true.... I am therefore in no
35
sense his disciple.
"
Gordon needed and valued such support as he received,
but at the same time he was aware of the creative influence
of a hostile environment. On one occasion he preached a
sermon at Harvard College on that theme using as his text,
“The Philistines be upon thee, Samson." (Judges 16:19)
B, Contemporary Theological Opposition.
Theological opposition to Gordon developed on the
occasion of his installation as pastor of the Old South
Church. Some, such as Rev. A. C. Thompson, of the Eliot
Church, Roxbury, were never reconciled to Gordon’s presence
in the Congregational fold. Gordon referred to Thompson as
"this imperfectly sanctified Christian,"^ and as "the only
malicious minister I have ever known, the only ministerial
enemy I have ever had. Others, such as E. B. Webb and
Professor A. E. Park, were to completely alter their first
34. Gordon, MER, 309.
35. Ibid.
,
302.
36. Ibid.
,
319.
37. Ibid.
,
320.
', ,
• :
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opinions of him. Gordon has recorded of Park:
Professor Park, of Andover Theological Seminary,
had looked upon me with disdain in my early years
at the Old South, and thoroughly enjoyed the Reverend
Joseph Cook's reference to me as 'that callow youth
on the Back Bay'. After my marriage to the daughter
of one of his favorite pupils. . .Professor Park adopted
me with complete sincerity and unusual warmth into the
fellowship of his friends. 58
However, Gordon and Park were never at one theologically.
The press reported widely and unfavorably upon the
installation of Gordon at Old South Church. An editorial
in the New Hampshire Journal reported:
As he (Mr. Gordon) is a very young man, we may
hope that he will grow away from the influences of
Harvard College which have evidently had their
effect upon his religious thinking, and may, In
time, make the historic church of which he is
pastor, the bulwark of Evangelical truth that it
ought to be. 39
The Christian Leader remarked, "And now the New Old South
never before so literally merited its queer cognomen. It Is
new to the foundations. The Boston correspondent of the
Chri stian at Work wrote in horrified prose:
He read a paper which was a surprise to all. The
examination which succeeded it added to the surprise
until it amounted to amazement. Mr. Gordon believes
in only a modal Trinity. He would have no other.
It should be noted that the New Hampshire Journal
was correct In attributing to Harvard College's influence
Gordon's deflection from their standard of orthodoxy, but
38. Gordon, MER, 273.
39. Reprinted in The Congregatlonallst , XXXVI: 16, April 17, 1884.
40. Loc. cit.
41. Loc. cit.
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it is fitting that notice be given also to the support his
college gave him. Gordon has written, "...Mr. Eliot... was
extremely kind, and truly sympathetic with me in the hurri-
cane of accusation and in the unhealthy publicity through
which I had then passed. 1,42
The presence of Gordon at a meeting of the Unitarian
Club during December 1891 in company with Lyman Abbott,
Dr. Peabody, and Professor Tucker did not escape editorial
notice in the Congregatlonallst
.
On his speech there the
editor commented:
Mr. Gordon declares that he is not a Unlversalist
because he does not assert dogmatically the salvation
of every soul, but he hopes for the salvation of all.
We think that most Congregatlonalists
,
in view of a
fair interpretation of Christ and his teachings, and
of the Apostles as well, do not dare even to hold out
this hope. 4^
The publication of Gordon' s work on Christology,
The Christ of Today
,
in 1895 served as a new bundle of faggots
for the fire of criticism which had been dying to mere embers.
A reviewer in The Dial threw on the first stick writing:
Dr. Gordon is not as explicit as his theme requires
him to be on either of the two essential parts of his
subject; what is meant by the divinity of Christ, and
how is the salvation of man Involved in it. 44
Dr. Albert Hale Plumb of Oberlin, one month later added a
42. Gordon, MER, 293.
43. Editorial in The Congregatlonallst , LXXVI:52, December
24, 1891.
44. Review of "The Christ of Today," The Dial, XX: 278, May 1,
1896.
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veritable armful of fuel with his lengthy article entitled,
"Dr. George A. Gordon's Reconstruction of Christian Theology."
He began:
In his writings the author (Gordon) appears to hold
the Trinitarian view of the person of Christ, the
Unitarian view of the work of Christ, and the Unlversalist
view of the consequence of Christ's work, 45
On the Person of Christ as set forth by Gordon he had little
to say, but on the next item, the work of Christ, he warmed
to his task.
These writings present the Unitarian view of the
work of Christ, The work of Christ for our salvation
is purely educational, not at all redemptive. ... Even
the great proto-type of American Unitarlanism
(Channing) does not go nearly so far as our author in
utterly ignoring the redemptive and expiatory work of
our Lord, 4o
Treating the basic principle of Gordon's presentation Plumb
grew even more warm.
The author assumes the prerogative of weighing all
former revelations God has made, through prophet,
apostle, or our Lord Himself, in the light of man's
own present moral convictions, and of rejecting all
which seem to him erroneous and false, thus establish-
ing his own opinion on the throne of judgment, and . n
calling it Christ consciousness, the Christ of Today, 4 '"
Plumb used Manning, Gordon's predecessor, as his authority
for a definition of a Christian, and then wrote:
Therein he is a rationalist rather than a Christian,
because he puts the conclusions of his own reason
above the words of Christ, 4®
45. Albert H. Plumb, "Dr. George A, Gordon's Reconstruction of
Christian Theology," Bibliotheca Sacra, (Reprint , 325-69
June 16, 1896, 32,
46. Ibid., 330.
47. Ibid.
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As far as Plumb could see the work was a mass of confusion.
On this point he wrote:
The stout assertions of various critics, that 'The
Christ of Today' falls to give the orthodox view of
the person of Christ, have for their basis the false
philosophy and loose statements in the book, which,
as already intimated, only prove the author inconsistent
and halting in hie sincere purpose to present that
doctrine.
. .
.Very significant certainly is the Judgment
of some of the most learned and philosophical of the
Unitarian clergy, to the effect that the author of
•The Christ of Today' is too much of an Hegelian to
hold the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, and not
sufficiently master of the Hegelian literature to know
always what he is about, on account of which his book
is both inconsistent and fragmentary. 4w
Plumb summed up his criticism in one devastating paragraph:
The Cospel for humanity set forth in these writings
thus appears to be an eviscerated and enervated gospel,
bereft of its heart and shorn of its power; a gospel
whose creative principle is confessedly Unlversalism,
and whose only message is the educational power of a
divine Christ, a Christ who is a teaching prophet and
a reigning king, but not an atoning priest; a gospel
which is founded on the assumption that my personal
opinion on moral and religious questions I have a right
to install in the seat of supreme authority as the
consciousness of Christ—the Christ of Today, and by
it to override and set aside the explicit declaration
of the Christ of the New Testament, deciding by my inner
sense what 'portions of the Bible' are 'truly the
revelation of Cod'. 50
A year later Rev. Henry A. Stimson wrote, "It would
be reassuring to have our leaders of thought take us back to
51
the teachings of Scripture. " The fires were still burning.
49. Plumb, Op. cit.
,
328.
50. Ibid.
,
349.
51. Henry A. Stimson, "What is Dr. Gordon's New Theodicy?"
The Congregatlonallst
,
LXXXII:22, June 3, 1897, 788.
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The fire of criticism touched off by Gordon 1 s
Installation at Old South Church in 1884, refuelled
eleven years later by hie publication of The Christ of
Today
,
was again revised after a similar lapse of time
by the publication in 1909 of his book entitled Religion
and Miracle.
On Monday, December 27, 1909 in Tremont Temple,
Boston, the Reverend William Harriman VanAllen, Rector of
The Church of the Advent reviewed Gordon's Religion and Miracle
for the Boston Bible Club. It was a public meeting repeating
a review that VanAllen had given privately a week previous,
and his remarks were published for further distribution.
The virulence of the review indicates the bitterness of
Gordon's theological opposition. VanAllen wrote in the style
of public address:
The book is a challenge to all who believe in
the essentially supernatural character of the
Christian faith as a revealed religion; and no
personal regard must be allowed to stop our
mouths as we answer the challenge, as we pick up
the gauntlet and fling it back in the face of this
man who denies the unchangeable and undeceivable
oracles of the living God. He shall know—even
as we-whose word shall stand—his, or the Word
of God. 52
He went on to defend the vigor of his attack.
If then I speak with some vigor, in view of the
bitterness and scorn which Dr. Gordon pours out on
all who differ from him, he cannot complain. His
primary postulate, 'that honest and advancing
souls,' 'moving from the circumference toward the
heart of faith,' 'all sensible and good men,'
with 'minds of a sober case,' 'all educated people
do, as a matter of fact, agree with him is
52. VanAllen, RGRM
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equivalent to say that those who disagree
with him and agree with the Universal Church,
are the contrary of all that. This is not
courteous; it is not true. The assumption
is as impertinent as it is baseless; and it
deserves the same sort of indignant censure
as do his railing accusations against all the
leading Christian communions of our land. ^
Certain passages were directed more at the person of Gordon
than toward the text of hie book.
«
Perhaps Ur. Gordon does not believe in the
Pre-existence of the Word, for I note that he
speaks of Standing among the wisemen by the
manger in Bethlehem. 1 It was in the house,
not in the stable,—he has forgotten his Gospel,
I am afraid,—and when the wisemen found the
Babe, they did not stand; they fell down and
worshipped. They were wise men. Dr. Gordon
stands. 54
Occasionally he wrote more directly of the book.
When I turn to the book as a whole, I say
frankly, that it is singularly lacking in that
scholarly polish and thoughtfulness which one
has a right to expect from its author. It is
not a scholarly book: error in definition, in
matters of fact, in the English language,
abound. 55
Illustrative of the manner in which VanAllen passed over
the point of fact to face the author is the following
passage:
Dr. Gordon* s inconsistency appears at its
worst in his dealing with the Christmas Gospel.
We are all keeping the Christmas Feast; but
he says: 'Among reasonable Christians of all
types of belief , '—don* t you love that? 'Among
reasonable Christians of all types of belief,
it is, I think, generally felt that it is
immaterial how Jesus began, or how He came
into the world. 'Anyone who does not subscribe
to that statement is debarred, because he isn't
a reasonable Christian; I am not a reasonable
53. VanAllen, RGHM, 2-3
54. Ibid., 12.
55. Ibid., 3—4
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Christian, you are not reasonable Christians;
these leaders of Boston’s religious life and
thought who sit here on this platform are not
reasonable Christians, because they don't sub-
scribe to the infallible utterances of Dr. Gordon.
Oh, if I must have a Pope to teach infallibility,
I prefer the elected Pope by the Tiber,, to any
self-constituted Pope by the Charles.
He concluded his review with these words:
His book, therefore, is pernicious and opposed
to the Christian Revelation, even as it is un-
scholarly, uncharitable, and vain. Pray God that
he may in time retract it.. Until he does, the
undisputed history of the Christian Church stands
in absolute confutation of him.^’7
This was the last flourish and flash of the fires
of criticism. Gordon was left by his opponents to go his
own way to what they no doubt conceived to be an eternal
fire. About twelve years later Harry Emerson Fosdick was
facing the same issues Gordon had faced, but Fosdick was
within the fold of Presbyterianism. Gordon wrote, "Now I
say the Presbyterians are having it a great deal worse than
KO
we had it and they are forty years behind. " Liberal and
fundamentalist still were in conflict, but Gordon was no
longer the center.
C. Histories of Theology
John Wright Buckham published in 1919 a volume of
composite biographical appreciations and theological studies.
It was entitled Progressive Reli gious Thought in America, and
56. VanAllen, RGRM
,
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attempted to describe and evaluate a movement and group of
men leading that movement in the later part of the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. His first chapter
is concerned with Horace Bushnell as the preeminent
liberator of American theological thought. The six
succeeding chapters are given individually to Theodore T.
Hunger, George A. Gordon, William J. Tucker, Egbert C.
Smyth, Washington Gladden, and Newman Smyth. The last,
and eighth, chapter is given to an evaluation of the total
movement, and here Buckham pointed the need for further
study in Psychology of Religion, or of personality and
mysticism.
Placing Gordon in the scheme of his study Buckham wrote,
"Jonathan Edwards, Horace Bushnell, George A. Gordon—this is
the true American theological apostolic succession.
He went on:
This estimate may seem at present extravagant, but
I am convinced the future will confirm it. N. W.
Taylor and Edwards A. Park were greater as logicians
and teachers, W. E. Channing was greater as an
ethical reformer and prophet, Charles Hodge and
W. G. T. Shedd were more learned, William N. Clarke
has had a wider influence In the field of lrenics,
Borden P. Bowne in that of philosophy, but in Insight
and breadth and total accomplishment none has equaled
Dr. Gordon. 60
He gave hearty approval to Gordon 1 s threefold source of theology:
history, philosophy, and experience.
Buckham saw the theology of Gordon as organized
59. Buckham, PRTA
,
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around two polar principles. One was the Incarnation or
centrality of Christ, and the other was the Theodicy or
absoluteness of God. Buckham considered Gordon to have
completed the task started by Bushnell of bringing back
to American theology a spirit of completeness. "Without
effort or compulsion he has woven a seamless robe whose
pattern is as perfect as its texture. "°^ Again, Buckham
attributed to Gordon originality in his fresh, strong,
and unique treatment of the historic doctrines of the
historic faith. In addition to completeness and original-
ity Buckham attributed to Gordon's theology an "ennobling
quality." "It restores beauty, imagination, feeling to
theology.
Treating Gordon 1 s Christology Buckham wrote:
Viewed in the light of the subsequent development
of the Christocentric theology, the work is lacking
in some respects, particularly in its failure to
discriminate clearly between the Christ of history
and the Christ of experience, a duality in unity
that still awaits adequate interpretation. 6 '^
Going beyond this criticism of Gordon* s Christ of Today he
said of his entire thought:
No essential doctrine is wanting in his large and
inwardly unified theology—unless it be that of
atonement, which is present indeed, but hardly in
due and ample place. 64
However, Buckham has not obviated this study. His treatment
61. Buckham, PRTA, 37.
62. Ibid.
,
137.
63. Ibid., 102
64. Ibid.
,
133.
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of Gordon's Christology is in only the broadest terms,
and is incidental to his total treatment of Gordon, and
in turn Gordon is only a part of the entire work.
Frank Hugh Foster published in 1939 a volume
which in reality was a continuation of his earlier work.
A Genetic History of New England Theology . This volume,
thirty-two years later than the above-named work, was
entitled The Modern Movement in American Theology
.
The
first three chapters were devoted to a survey of the
modern movement, the collapse of the New England Theology,
eschatological beginnings, and the influences of theories
of evolution upon theologians. A few chapters treat the
religious thought of Horace Bushnell, Henry Ward Beecher,
George A. Gordon, William N. Clarke, and Henry C. King.
The concluding chapters reconsidered liberalism under
influences from abroad, and the full impact of evolution.
A consideration of the various radical schools of thought,
and his own conclusions rounded out the work.
Foster devoted about thirty pages specifically
to Gordon, and thirteen of these to Gordon's Christology.
He has described Gordon thus:
A post essentially, and a thinker after the manner
of the poets, a man of insight and vision rather than
a slow and slavish logician, he is one of those rare
spirits whom he bids us cherish as the choicest pos-
sessions of the world, who, whatever they may lack
in system, completeness, or accuracy of thought, g 5
possess the spirit and the endowment of the prophet.
65. Foster, MMAT
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Of Gordon's books Foster wrote:
In them all are manifest not only those mental
characteristics of the poet and prophet already noted
but that abounding and immortal youthfulness, and
that mighty enthusiasm for humanity, which, conjoined
with the mystics deep meditation upon God, constitute
his dominant and exceptional impelling forces. 06
Foster suggested that it was in Gordon's Christology
one should look for his contribution to progressive religious
thought in his time, and of this he wrote:
It is the center of burning interest to him, and
the division of theology upon which he lavished his
labor and his literary discussion. In the two doctrines
of the Trinity and Christology he shows most clearly
his connection with Christian history, although his
positions are by no means identical with those of
ancient creeds. His own religious life centered in
his personal and adoring devotion to Jesus Christ,
and in the justification of this religious attitude
and in its presentation in all the fulness of his
personal loyalty to his Master he rises to his greatest
heights of reason and of eloquence. 6?
In spite of the many fine things he said of Gordon
he levelled numerous criticisms at him, and particularly
at his Christology. It was not the Nicene doctrine. No
effort was made by Gordon at a concise and clear statement
of his doctrine. He failed to clear his conception of the
Trinity of destroying monotheism and his Christology of
rending Christ's unity. He made Jesus dependent upon the
Holy Spirit. And he left the true problems of Christ's
sinlessness an untrodden field.
66. Foster, MMAT, 106
67. Ibid., 111.
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To these critlcisma Foster added some others of
less adequacy. He pointed out to Gordon that for Christ
to transcend humanity is not necessarily to make him
divine. However, Foster did not suggest any alternative
slgnificamce in that transcendence. He accused Gordon of
falling to give positive proof, and hence of vagueness.
Perhaps the lack of the positiveness Foster sought is the
reason for the perennial problems of theology. And Foster
said it was impertinent to sound the depts of the eternal
and Infinite nature of God. Little good can be said for
such an attitude of retreat before perplexities.
The detailed criticisms, which are inadequately
supported by Foster, are summed up thus:
Taken as a whole, Gordon's Christology seems to
be exposed to two serious criticisms. First, it
rests upon the lingering remnants in his mind of the
old doctrine of the authority of the Scriptures. The
Christology is that of St, Paul as developed by the
Fourth Gospel.
.
..But, second, he does not adhere to
his half-conscious authorities. He falls far short
of both Paul and Paul's disciple. 0 ®
However, in the same chapter he said, "He stood forth among
69his contemporaries like a new Augustine."
Gordon had called himself a "genuine conservative," 70
but he certainly would not have concurred in Foster's closing
estimate when he said:
68. Foster, MMAT, 125,
69. Ibid., 128.
70. Gordon, RAM, x.
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But he has faced the past. He should have turned
his face to the future. The past will take care of
itself if in the present the building is carried on
in such a way as to secure the future. Had he thus
directed his gaze as to what was to come, and meditated
upon what the present time must do in preparation for
it, he might have been that one commanding, universally
accepted, and determinative Leader, of whom struggling
and confused Liberalism stood so greatly in need at
the beginning of the twentieth century, and of whom
it still stands in need.?^
Gordon took it to be his mission in life to rebuild the
shattered structure of theology for his day, and to preserve
in doing so whatever there was of value in the historic. In
the light of his avowed mission Gordon succeeded. Perspect-
ive upon him may show that he had done more than Foster
acknowledged for the future. Foster's work does not obviate
this study.
John Stewart Lawton published in 1947 a volume
entitled Conflict in Chrlstology
.
It was sub-titled "A
Study of British and American Chrlstology, from 1899-1914.
"
It treated only Trinitarian and Protestant Chrlstology
intentionally omitting such influential men as Martineau and
no
Drummond. The word "English" is "for the sake of brevity"
substituted for the expression "British and American',' said
Lawton. In point of fact the word "American" might Justly
have been completely omitted from the work as it is wholly
inadeo.ua te on American Chrlstological thought. Only in the
bibliography do American writers receive adequate notice with
about ninety-five percent of the text given to representatives
71. Foster, MMAT, 134-5
72. Lawton, CIC, vlil.
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of the British Isles. Since Lawton's work chronologically
parallels a portion of Gordon' s career it is of interest
for an appreciation of the entire scene. The quality of
Lawton's orthodoxy may be sampled with this statement of
his:
It is not legitimate for the Christian theologian
to erect doctrine on the basis of mere speculation—
unless it be explicitly confessed that such is a mere
pious opinion. Doctrine may only be presented as such
when it is based upon legitimate deduction from the
data of revelation. 73
The work was originally a thesis presented to Oxford
University for the degree of B. D. Lawton surely has not
obviated this study.
D. Articles in Religious Journals.
Dr. Albert Hale Plumb's article, "Dr. George A. Gordon's
Reconstruction of Christian Theology," published in 1896, and
considered above among the works of Gordon's contemporary
theological opposition might have been considered here. It
was not so treated for two reasons. First, the circumstances
which elicited it were those of theological controversy and
opposition to Gordon's position, and second, its date, 1896,
eliminates the possibility of comprehensiveness in studying
Gordon.
73. Lawton, CIC, 140
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On March 9 and 19, 1939, the Southworth Lectures
on Congregationalism at Andover Newton Theological School
were given by Daniel Evans, for thirty years Abbot Professor
of Christian Theology, Andover Theological Seminary. His
subject was, "The New England Theological Scene and Dr.
George A. Gordon’s Influence upon the New Theology". In the
first of the two lectures Evans surveyed the development of
the distinguishing characteristics of Congregationalism as
it was in 1884. He showed how Gordon had undermined the
presuppositions of the old Calvinlstic theology, called in
question its assumptions, and left it without support, but
he did not leave Gordon as merely an iconoclast. In the
second lecture Evans went on to describe Gordon’s inherit-
ance, education, and experience, as well as the major out-
lines of his theological thought.
Evans regarded Gordon's massive spiritual realism
as an admirable counter to the subjective psychological
conception of religion which tends to reduce it to fancy,
dream, or illusion. Gordon’s humanism, according to Evans,
is not the narrow humanism which "short-circuits the cosmos...
and finds no guarantee even for human values in the universe.
"
>74
He sew in Gordon's theistic Interpretation of the universe
a system well gauged to meet current moral pessimism and
74. Daniel Evans in The Southworth Lecture s, 1939 , 38.
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apocalypticism. He stated.
In the present reactionary trends in religion and
theology, when men return to earlier and lower stages
of religion and are fearful of scientific and philo-
sophic thought, and when the mood of defeatism is
widespread, and when a vertical miracle is restored to
as the only revelation of God,.. the vital conception
of religion held by Dr. Gordon, his larger conception
of revelation, his discovery of God in the world of
the human soul, in the process of history, and in the
fundamental urges of the human spirit which gave him
his unconquerable attitude toward the world and a
hopeful outlook into eternity, are much needed.
Evans does not give more than a few pages to Gordon's Christ-
ology, and those who are not detailed with specific criticism.
His concern was for a description of Gordon' s total theology.
His Southworth Lectures have not obviated this study.
E. Other Dissertations.
The only dissertation bearing upon this study is
that of Gerald Harvey Jones presented in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
to the Boston University Graduate School in 1942. His
subject was "A Comparison of the Theology of George A. Gordon
and the New England Theology. " The first half of his study
was devoted to a description of the New England Theology.
The third quarter was given to the life of Gordon, and the
final quarter to Gordon's entire theology. Consequently,
75. Evans, Op. cit.
,
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only a small portion, twelve pages, of the dissertation is
devoted to Gordon' s Christology. Heavy reliance was put
upon Gordon* s treatment of Christology in his Ultimate
*7 0Conceptions of Faith, The dissertation is valuable in
relating Gordon to the New England Theology.
It is evident from a review of the controversy Gordon
stirred with his writing, and from a consideration of the work
of other Investigators, that the major source of criticism
has been Gordon's Christology. No study has been devoted
solely to this matter, and there is a free field for the
study of George A. Gordon's Christology.
76. Gerald H. Jones, "A Comparison of the Theology of George
A. Gordon and the New England Theology," (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 1942),
300-312.
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CHAPTER II
INFLUENCES ON GORDON’S MIND
Gordon has accounted for the pertinence of thle
chapter In this study writing:
The history of a man's mind is largely to be found
in the family to which he belonged, the teachers he has
had, the friends he has made, the aspects of nature he
has loved, the books he has read, the work he has tried
to do, and the free play of spontaneity. 7 ?
Certain influences appear to have been more determinative in
Gordon's formulation of a Christology than others. These
have been included in this study.
A. His Family Inheritance.
Gordon's Scottish heritage was both familial and
environmental. He wrote of his paternal grandfather:
My grandfather was farmer and schoolmaster, a man
of amazing industry, upright in all his dealings,
proud and Independent, an Elder In the Established
Church, universally respected for his worth, a God-
fearing man, as the saying went, and thereby made
free from all other fear. ?8
This man, William Gordon, detested brilliancy, but respected
solid worth in mind and character. "He was a terror to
children because he believed they were all of them either
evil doers, or what was worse, silly," but he was honest,
77. Gordon, MER, 1
78. Ibid.
,
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Just, loved kindness, and walked humbly with G-od. ** Of
his grandmother, Ellen Roger Gordon, George A. Gordon wrote:
My grandmother received me, a boy of nearly twelve,
with tender and beautiful affection.
.. .The discipline
of bringing up a family of ten children had given her
some of the best things in life, grace of spirit,
ready sympathy, tenderness, fullness of heart, eager
and loving solicitude for the highest good of all her
kith and kin. Her serene sadness, her beauty in old
age, and her goodness have remained with me a pathetic
and influential memory.... We knew each other at once
and forever as friends. 50
William and Ellen Gordon had eight sons and two daughters,
and all "were carefully educated and unalterably fixed in
81
the faith of John Calvin."^ All were splendid specimens
of physical humanity. Gordon wrote of them:
No one of these sons became a drunkard; no more
industrious men ever lived; all became men of mark
in the several communities in which they lived; all
became rich or well off for their time and condition,
except my father; all were sincerely religious men,
and to most of them religion, although it never
became inconsistent with toddy or economic concerns.
.
.
was turned into victorious Joy: this is the ovictory
that overcometh the world, even our faith.
^
Gordon’s father, George Gordon, was born June 12,
1818. "He was a man of understanding, of clear, strong
intellect, without any corresponding endowment of imagination."
He was a scientific farmer with aesthetic perception and
feeling which expressed itself in the two tests of utility and
beauty.
79. Gordon, MER, 19.
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Gordon wrote of his father’s difficulties:
My father’s nature was essentially and profoundly
noble, but it was undisciplined. His great fault was
his lack of self-control. His temper under insult and
outrage was a hurricane of wrath that spared not the
persons of the great, and that counted no cost either
to himself or to his family. He threw up position
after position until he found himself left out in the
cold. He had to return to the position of farm-over-
seer, in which the work of his head had to be combined
with the work of his hands. This break in a highly
successful and promising career took place when he was
eight and thirty years of age. Henceforth to his death
at the age of sixty- three his existence was on the level
from which he had so brilliantly risen.
...
Here
,
however,
is the chief inspiration of his life. He did not lose
heart, nor become bitter; he did not complain in working
with men and for men immeasurably inferior to him in
mental power and worth; he rose into heroic manhood,
served with amazing diligence, improved his mind, took
to the Bible with greatest avidity, went onward through
the stern years with an increasing sense of moral dignity,
won an honorable living for his family, secured his
independence, commanded the respect of the whole
neighborhood, and in all times of distress and neglect
gave this as his comfort: *1 have a mind above the world.' 8,5
Gordon’s inheritance from his maternal lineage is
different, but no less important. Of his maternal grandfather
he wrote:
He did not possess the moral dignity, the high
intellectual power, or the religious passion of my
father’s father, but he was far more interesting on
account of his wit, humor, capacity for all sorts of
rough but clean mirth, and still more engaging to his
children and grandchildren because of his great
athletic abilities. 84
This man, David Hutcheson, married Catherine Fraser of the
83. Gordon, MER, 24
84. Ibid., 25.
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Isle of Skye In 1820. She, of his four grandparents, was
most influential upon Gordon. He wrote:
She was the most amazing compound of kindness
and temper that I have ever known. Her tongue
took the skin off wherever it sturck, like a
cat's, and her kindness would immediately nurse
and heal the wound. I knew her well and, in my
boyhood, loved her beyond any human being except
my mother. ... She was, indeed, the dearest and
most amusing of old ladies, and her hands were
always full of gifts for her grandchildren, and
of help for all; especially did she pity, house,
and feed the mendicant and vagrant, nor would
she turn empty from her door the most worthless
of suffering human beings. 85
Gordon has recorded an interesting story of the death of
Catherine Fraser’s mother, a MacDonald of Skye.
She Informed her daughter, Mrs. Hutcheson, who
was visiting her, that she was to die that after-
noon at four o’clock. She took her bath with the
serenity of Socrates before he drank the hemlock,
called for the white graveclothes which had long
been in readiness, dressed herself in them, took
to her bed at two o'clock, and at four quietly and
tenderly breathed her last. Among the sacred
memories of my childhood is that of listening
from a half-open door to a recital of this strange
and affecting scene, by Mrs. Hutcheson to my
mother.
Gordon has given extended notice to his mother,
because of her great influence upon him. Comparing her to
his father Gordon wrote:
Her schooling was quite imperfect, but she had a
wonderful memory for wise maxims and for ballad
poetry, and as she saw a good deal of persons better
educated than she had been, she absorbed much of
real culture, and in maturity became a wise and
diligent reader. She was considered in life as much
inferior in Intellect to her husband, but this was
true only of the logical understanding. In
85, Gordon, MER, 26-7
86. Ibid.
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imagination she was greatly his superior; in
insight, in speculative faculty, in sympathy,
and in another grace of the mind, seldom found
in her sphere, refined, and moving expression,
especially after a profound and permanently
Influential religious experience following the
deaths, within two months of each other, of
her oldest daughter and her youngest child, a
son. 87
She wrote seldom and soaringly, but with winged words.
Gordon recorded one of her letters in his autobiography.
My dear son:
I would like to send a few words of thanks, for
all your great kindness to me, especially for the
cablegram. I knew by that, that you smiled on me.
In the light of thy countenance is life’
Ever your loving mother.
Catherine Gordon.
^
8
She was skilled at every kind of work, resourceful in all
emergencies, of perfect health, serene and hopeful in
disposition. "Our darkest days were bright with her
presence," wrote Gordon. 89 She was a widow for the last
ten years of her life, and Gordon crossed the ocean five
times to spend his summer vacations with her who was his
sole and sacred care. Of these last years he wrote:
She was in the highest degree happy, loved
extravagantly as she was by all her children,
of whom several lived with her. Her only
incurable sorrow came from her depth of heart,
and the intensity of her love for the members
of her family. Our partings were almost too
much for her to bear.... Her own method of
recovery was seclusion for days, spent with her
blble and in prayer. Then she would come forth
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all the more exalted and beautiful, because
of conquered grief and triumphant faith. 90
Gordon's father and mother are recognized by him as real
and continual influences upon him. Judgment of this sort
rests heavily upon a man's own testimony, and that Gordon
gave:
All through my life, I have been conscious of
these two forces—the clear, logical, strong,
commanding father, and the profoundly meditative,
profoundly imaginative and great-hearted mother. 91
Gordon's antecedents were the antecedents of most
of the great New England men although he came here later than
most of them. Self-respect and sympathy were widespread
among the real gentlemen of New England, and even more so
among the Scottish people. Looking back upon his family
heredity Gordon commented:
One great fault I found in my ancestors, looking
at them from the point of view of my boyhood, they
were all of them too fond tf work and too religious.
Work was for them the romance of existence and
religion was a continuous and passionate joy. 92
Gordon was always conscious of his environmental
heritage. The Scottish imagination was remade in America.
Of it he wrote:
There is first of all in the Scottish people a
deep sense of humanity, the presence of precious
affections, the feeling that life has through
love an infinite treasure. In the second place,
there is the clear view that this human treasure
is under constant menace, is in fact the child
90. Gordon, MER, 31
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of hard and troubled days, and at last qfalls under the black empire of death.
A part of this environment was an old soldier of the Crimean
War, Sandy Barnet, and his friendliness and kindness struck
a responsive note in young Gordon' s child life. "Kindness
he lifted before me as the greatest of all human excellences...
Sandy Barnet's compassion seemed an index finger pointing
94the way to the supreme thing in Jesus...."
Nature Itself filled Gordon, In his earliest
years, with a mixed feeling of pity and fear, and he found
an inexpressible comfort in the company of his family when
night came on. Looking back he saw this as an instinctive
revolt from nature to humanity, "and what lay in the instinct
of the child has been one of the principal doctrines that I
Qg
have preached during my ministry," he wrote.
“
Gf his days in the Scottish public schools, while
still under parental care, he has asked of himself what he
learned.
I was taught well how to read and write; I
got discipline in arithmetic, I learnt a good
deal about the surface of the globe; I learnt
to love certain fellow students whom I have
never seen since and whose images have been
with me all through the years with a kindly
influence upon feeling unto this day, and
constituting a sort of pathetic human reminis-
cence.... In addition to the things mentioned,
I learnt to fight. No boy, unless he was a
coward, ever went through a Scottish school
without learning to fight; a certain measure of
93. Gordon, MER, 44.
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pugnacity was absolutely necessary to peace
and to self-respect. It was not necessary
to be the agressor; It was necessary to be
ready for the foe when he came. .. .Above all,
I learnt to love good literature. I heard
the upper classes reading Shakespeare and
Milton; I heard the master's comments on
Shakespeare, Milton, Dante, Bacon. These
mighty names were away beyond me, but I
resolved that if I lived I would know
something about them and their writings. It
was an amazing influence that these upper
classes, with their sympathetic, imaginative
teacher, wielded upon the listening boys.
The Joy, the ecstasy of those hours^ The
wonderful ballad poetry caught us. -
The religion of his family played a large part
in Gordon's later thought which was largely a reaction to it.
He questioned his mother about the possibility of his entry
into heaven if he were very good. When the reply came that
he would not unless it were predestined by God that he
should be saved he elected to take his chances on the enjoy-
ment of the world at hand. "And for the next ten years of
my life," he wrote, "I was destitute of religion, and all on
account of that metaphysical horror. " In school the Bible
was the first exercise every morning. "I think I went over
98
the Pentateuch five times in public school," he wrote.
The Shorter Catechism, an outline of the Calvinistic system
of theology, was also part of the public school curriculum.
Of the recitation Gordon said, "It was a sheer feat of memory;
I understood nothing whatever of the meaning of Pardon,
Justification, Sanctification, Adoption, Effectual Calling,
96. Gordon, MER, 85-87
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Redemption, and all the rest.” The manner in which the
Scottish Sabbath was kept was not appreciated in the least.
It was an austere and tremendous day with work kept to an
absolute minimum and church-going treated as an obligation.
"In the country, in my time, there were scholars among the
ministers, but there were no preachers who had any power to
Interest young people," observed Gordon. The sermons were
on abstract subjects, Supralapsarianiem or Sublapsarianism,
for example, words which Gordon confessed he never knew the
meaning of until he attended seminary. The sermon lasted
from seventy-five to ninety minutes, Involved in most cases
sixteen important topical headings, and was presented in
argumentative fashion. Gordon wrote:
I must add that with three exceptions I fiever heard
in my boyhood or youth from a Scottish preacher a
word that had the least meaning or interest for me.
Scottish preachers embrace some of the best that have
ever lived, and some of the worst, and I happened to be
brought up among country ministers who had no gift of
public speech, no Juice in mind or heart.
The singing, however, with no organ, piano, or instrumental
aid of any kind, affected Gordon greatly. "It was simple in
the last degree, weird, but it had something grand in it." 10^-
The afternoon of the Sabbath was spent in the memorization
of Psalms, and in the evening the Catechism was studied, and
the day finally ended with family prayers.
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Two abiding impressions were made upon Gordon by
this Sabbath Day keeping of the Scottish. He was impressed
by the immense number that went to church, and by their
fortitude under disappointing circumstances. As a whole,
commenting on the religion of his youth, Gordon wrote:
The religion of my boyhood and youth was austere
and unlovely, viewed in itself; it appeared grand
and heroic in my father, and in one or two others
of my kinsmen; in my mother, especially, after
her great religious experience in the mid-forties,
it appeared absolutely real and supremely beautiful.
This was because she was a Wesleyan by descent,
and because her religion exalted and sweetened her
whole great endowment as a human being. 1
It has been cited above that to Gordon the religion of John
Calvin was meager, blasted, unlovely and Indeed Inhuman.
Gordon's family inheritance had in it those elements
against which he revolted during his years at Harvard College
and throughout his mature ministry, and it also had in it
the elements of humanism upon which he built the structure
of his revolt. In Christ he found the mediation of human
values into the divine.
B. The Bangor Theological Seminary
Gordon wae admitted to Bangor Theological Seminary
on September 16, 1874 as a member of the first, or Junior,
class. It was the Class of 1877, and it consisted of four
102. Gordon, MER, 118
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non-college graduates, three of whom were immigrants, and
10 3fifteen college graduates, of whom five were immigrants.
Notice was taken above of Mrs. Angler* s opening the way for
Gordon to attend Bangor Seminary by writing Dr. Tarbox of
the Congregational Education Society, and of Dr. Tarbox'
s
correspondence with the President of the Seminary, Ezra
Pond. A "call" to preach was, in Gordon's day, considered
an essential, and the question was usually put to minister-
ial candidates, "Are you sure of your call?" Of this
Gordon wrote:
I was far from sure. The fact is I was
induced to try by very dear friends who thought
they knew me better than I knew myself. I
accepted their judgment tentatively, and I am
free to confess that the call was so feeble that
if I had met with any serious reverse, with
anything other than the unqualified kindness and
encouragement which I did meet, I should have
turned back. 104
In addition to the President, Ezra Pond, a patri-
archal man who lived to be ninety-two, the faculty consist-
ed of Daniel Smith Talcott, Professor of Sacred Literature;
William Macleod Barbour, Professor of Systematic Theology;
John Smith Sewall, Professor of Rhetoric; and Levi Leonard
Paine, Professor of Ecclesiastical History.
On the occasion of Gordon's Installation at Old
South Church Dr. Barbour gave the charge to the minister
with these cautious words, "all signs will fail if you do
not make a good minister of Jesus Christ to this people. 1,105
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That he took part at all bears witness to some generosity of
spirit and perhaps largeness of mind.
The New Testament in Greek and The Old Testament in
Hebrew were taught by Professor Talcott. Gordon wrote that
Talcott was,
...a Greek and Hebrew scholar of highest rank,
a man of deep insight, a master in the range of
his learning, in the method of his Investigation,
in his spirit as a Christian and a gentleman....
He was a vast storehouse of learning and Judgment,
but he could never be Induced to publish anything.
He was an astonishing linguist, the master of some
nineteen different languages and literature .... I
have spoken of this scholar to many learned men
who knew him, and all of them put him in the front
rank. In range of learning, in exactness of
method, in maturity of Judgment, in conscientious
care in reaching his conclusions, in imaginative
sweep and glow, and in reality and beauty of his
religious life, this teacher has been in my mind
through all these years an image ^of what the
scholar and thinker should be.l°®
Talcott was at home in the new learning on the Old Testament,
but he did not put it before his students. "He doubtless
thought we were not mature enough for such discussion, and
here I think he was wrong. "I07 Gordon considered this the
one great mistake of Talcott*
s
honorable and wonderful life.
One other professor was singled out for comment by
Gordon. Of Levi Paine, Professor of Ecclesiastical History,
he wrote:
He was a competent scholar Judged by the highest
standard, an acute but almost wholly negative
Intellect, a really great teacher, but over fond of
controversy, somewhat eccentric and Inclined to
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confuse in his perspective the essential and
the formal in religious belief. He was a good
man, and yet religion in his treatment did not
appear as the joy and consecration of existence,
its perfecting grace, but rather as something
to debate, to talk and write about. Christianity
in his hands lost its magnificence and glory. 108
A class prayer meeting, cooperative and un-
critical, was of lasting impression upon Cordon. He considered
it the beginning of really effective speech and "of power to
express our slncerest thoughts and feelings to our Maker.
Perhaps the most lasting influence upon Gordon
from hie Bangor Seminary days was the solid foundation in the
Greek language laid under Talcott. The orthodox New England
Theology which he was taught there was later swept away, but
he knew well the theology he discarded and the truths in it
he was to save.
C. Harvard College
Gordon's admission to Harvard College was
arranged by his friend Luther H. Angler's opening the way to
an interview with President Eliot. Notice of this has been
given above.
The influence of Harvard College upon Gordon was
as determinative an influence, perhaps, as all of the others
combined. He took cognizance of the general impact of the
American universities upon the religious leaders of the
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By far the greatest influence in creating the
present mood of the religious leaders of the nation
is yet to be named. The Influence of the greater
universities of the country has been a preeminent
influence, and Harvard University has been the
unquestionable and powerful leader. Yale, Columbia,
Michigan, Princeton, and other universities and
colleges have followed.
He continued:
The new generation of scholars, thinkers, preachers
servants of religion all, insofar as they cherish
lofty ideals, is the product of the university as the
expression of the best that man has thought and done,
ae mediator of the best that man is thinking and
doing.
m
Gordon repeated these ideas with specific reference
to the influence of Harvard College upon himself when he
wrote his autobiography in 1925. To him the university was
a "symbol of the total intellectual achievement of mankind"
and"a center of creative activity and power. To the
Influence of President Eliot he attributed the fact that
Harvard College was the most democratic and cordially human
113
society in which he had ever lived.
While disavowing the influence of Brooks upon him,
and passing beyond the significance of Maurice, Gordon said,
"Nearer the truth still is the statement that the men who did
110. George A. Gordon, "Emerson as a Religious Influence,"
Atlantic Monthly
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most for my mind were my college teachers...." He con-
sidered them to be an unusual and distinguished group.
George H. Palmer, with whom he studied philosophy,
was then a young man of thirty-six, and it was not until
after Gordon's days at Harvard that Palmer became noted as
the master of ethical studies. Nevertheless, Gordon judged
Palmer to be one of the best teachers that he ever knew.
"He was luminous, simple, learned, rich, subtle in intellect,
a great teacher, a great character, a great friend." 11- 5 He
made two great contributions to his students. He set his
expositions of German Idealism and English Empiricism side
by side, and then showed they were not so much antagonistic
as complimentary, that English Individuality needed German
Universality and vice versa, to complete their thought. He
connected the great movements of philosophic thought with
the personalities who created them.
William James was, as Palmer, a young man of thirty-
six when Gordon became his pupil. Gordon has described him
thus:
He was brilliant, erratic, for weeks at a time
languid and nearly useless, and then all at once
for two or three weeks folloiving he would be in-
comparably original and suggestive. He was not a
great metaphysician, but he was in psychology a
man of genius, and his gift: of expression has made
his books literature. 110
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James was a simple and confiding person with his students,
but at the same time held rigid standards of accomplishment
for them that were not swayed by personal friendship. His
integrity as a teacher was absolute. Referring to James
and Royce as creative thinkers Gordon wrote:
These two American thinkers are examples of a
great number who are equally free from the imitative
mood, who consult phenomena, as the matter of all
serious philosophy, and who work to conclusions
by the energy and individuality of the free mind.
The friendship of Gordon and James, established during the
college days, continued unbroken until James death in 1910,
and by the invitation of Mrs. James, Gordon officiated at
his funeral.
William Watson Goodwin, one of America’s preeminent
scholars, and in his own field of classical Greek almost
without a serious rival, advised, directed and encouraged
Gordon in his Hellenic studies. Further notice of the
Influence of these studies has been left to a later part
of this study, but it was not)• at Harvard that Gordon was
shaped into a Greek scholar of the first order. Goodwin
wrote to Mr. James Russell Lowell, in 1884 the American
Minister to England, a letter of introduction for Gordon
in which he said, "He is one of our graduates, and was the
best student in Plato and Aristotle that I ever had.
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Gordon wrote of Palmer, James, and Goodwins
The influence of these three men upon me was
deep and abiding. What was of greatest value to
me was, perhaps, the chance as a student to watch
the use they made of their intellectual wealth,
to get now and then a survey of their learning,
to brood upon their ideas as scholars and thinkers,
to observe their methods of study, and the ways
which led them to mastery. When these teachers
became permanent personal friends, mind was lifted
to its happiest exercise, and its highest hope. 1^
Gordon has given special notice to one other
teacher with whom he studied at Harvard College. Charles
Eliot Norton, Professor of Fine Arts, through a course on
Egyptian and Greek Art, taught Gordon that their monument-
al works of art were derived from their thoughts and
feelings, that the instrumental force was individual
artistic genius, but that the source of it was in the
soul of the particular race. Gordon wrote, "This thought
took complete possession of my mind, and it has been an
abiding and happy conviction.
In addition to the influences of the total
university atmosphere and the specific impact of his
teachers Gordon takes note of another. He was led into
open communion with a company of the greatest minds in
human history. He wrote of this:
I was led by these and other teachers mainly
along one line. There were Locke, Berkeley,
and Hume in English thought, there were Descartes,
Malebranche, and Spinoza in French thought, there
were Leibnitz, Kant, Fichte, and Hegel in German
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thought, and there was that interesting old
reprobate Schopenhauer; and behind them all,
there was the supreme mountain range of the
Intellectual life of the world, Plato and
Aristotle.
This contribution to his thought and life Gordon considered
as the greatest made to him by Harvard College.
Veneration for the minds that have controlled
the thought of the world has become habitual with
me; to know some of them, and to have had them as
life companions, guides, and friends, has been a
source of help and happinees too great for utter-
ance. For this chief service I cap,never be
thankful enough to my Alma Mater. 122
Closely associated with this influential experience was the
consciousness of the importance of the past as the background
of the present, a world of interests imperfectly comprehended.
He conceived it to be the duty of every educated mind to dLo
something to move the human interests at least one step more
123
up and out of their imperfections.
To Augustine at Milan, to Luther at Wittenberg,
to Newman at Oxford, and so too, to Gordon in the academic
atmosphere there came a great religious experience. His own
words have set it forth most clearly:
I recall an experience in Appleton Chapel
that has been central in my life; it came like
a flash, it came to stay, it has been a per-
manent light. One day in Appleton Chapel, weary
with work, tired in every nerve, waiting for the
service to begin, I asked myself this question:
What is it all for, this toll and struggle.
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living in the heart of intellectual conflict,
nothing sure, everything called into question,
what i 8 the good of it? Then came this thought:
Life stands at the center of the world, human
life; whatever cleanses that, whatever redeems
it from the power of evil, whatever gives it
freedom, whatever greatens it and glorifies
it, must be true. Religion then appeared to
mean to me sovereign insight into life’s meaning,
insight that generates power to overcome the
world, the flesh, and the Devil, insight that
brings one into humble but happy service in the
Kingdom of God, that leads a man to concentrate
his being to the improvement of the life os his
kind, and that gives him a song in the night and
in thelight. Life is central and supreme; life is
the Judge from whom there is no appeal as to what
is true, beautiful, and good; the verdict of life
overrides all other verdicts; what life approves,
through its growth, po\ver, Joy, becomes our Divine
Gospel; what life condemns through its waste,
weakness, and woe, has no right to be except in
the synagogue of Satan.
This fundamental and generative idea came to
me in college, and out of it have flowed the faith
and service of ray subsequent life.
D. Frederick Denison Maurice.
John Frederick Denison Maurice (1805-1872) was the
son of a Unitarian minister, educated at Trinity College,
Cambridge, at a time when it was impossible for a Nonconformist
to obtain a degree. In 1834 he was ordained a priest of the
Church of England, and subsequently became Chaplain of
Lincoln’s Inn and Professor of Theology in King's College,
London. He was forced out of this position in 1853 because of
the publication of his Theological Essays. He was profoundly
convinced of the truth of the Fatherhood of God, and at the
heart of his theology lies the contention to which he gave
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the name of universal redemption. Christ® s work was for
every man, and every man is indeed in Christ. Man's
unhappiness, according to Maurice, lies in the fact that
he will not own this fact and live accordingly. Man as
man is the child of God, and he cannot undo or alter that
125fact if he would. He can only refuse to fulfil it.
Discounting the influence of Phillips Brooks upon
him, Gordon wrote, M I am far more truly a disciple of F. D.
Maurice with whom I lived, through the forty volumes of
126his works, for more than twenty years." * Gordon pointed
out that until the final third of the nineteenth century
he had found no thinker whose mind was creative over the
127
entire field of dogmatic belief except F. D. Maurice.
He compared Maurice and Bushnell as makers of the better belief
to which thousands of persons only loosely connected with
organized Christianity and wholly cut off from traditional
128
orthodoxy returned.
Gordon wrote:
Speaking for myself, the Maurice whom I seem to
know is the Maurice defined by Mill as a person of
'great powers of generalization, rare ingenuity
and subtlety, and a wide perception of Important
and unobvlous truths. 1 129
But Gordon saw also the critical failure of Maurice to discard
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the Intellectually discredited. This failure G-ordon attri-
buted to the fact that Maurice lived in an age of transition
when it was easy to break with history or take refuge in an
authority. Maurice saw something infinitely precious in the
theological tradition of the church. "The tradition of
faith is of infinite moment and should not be abandoned; it
1 30
should be put under the process of evolution," wrote G-ordon.
Gordon put Maurice on a par with Schleiermacher:
On the whole, however, there is in Maurice little
beauty that men should desire him. .. .Besides the lack
of form, the number of Maurice's books creates dismay.
Except in his 'Theological Essays,' his most difficult
book, Maurice nowhere condenses his thought into one
great expression. For these reasons he is read only
by the few; but for those who have patience there is
no name among the illustrious dead of the nineteenth
century, not excepting Schleiermacher, who in range
and sanity of vision, in due assertion of both the
objective and subjective in religion, the historical
and the personal, in steadfast sense of the Eternal,
and in the movement of essential reason—reason
cleared of its poor scholastic impediments— is on the
same level with Maurice. 131
Brooks recognized Gordon's affection for Maurice
and sent him a photograph accompanied by a note:
233 Clarendon St.
Sept. 10, 1890
Dear G-ordon:
Perhaps you may care for this photograph of
Maurice. Pray keep it.
It was good to see you in your own home with
your own wife, and to feel that at least one bit
of the world was all right.
Faithfully yours,
Phillips Brooks.
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The chief sustaining studies of Gordon's long and
productive ministry were in literature and philosophy. In
literature he found the great artists dealing with the same
experiences as the philosophers. "The Bible I have found,
in all its greater books, the richest and the most rewarding
literature in the world," Gordon wrote. ^ Next to that he
placed Greek literature; and next to the Greek he placed
English literature. And yet among theological influences
on his mind one must count Maurice as preeminent. That
Gordon was not simply imitative of Maurice is perhaps the
result of the creative powers loosed by the vastness of the
sustaining studies in which he engaged.
E. Hellenic Studies
Gordon was a truly fine Greek scholar. President
Eliot of Harvard said in public address:
Professor Goodwin stated to everybody on fit
occasion, to the faculty and to everybody else, that
Gordon was the best Greek scholar in both the langu-
age and the literature that he had ever had
.
1^
Buckham stated, "He has drunk deep at the living fountains
of philosophy, especially those flowing from the hills of
Hellas. Plato is the chief master in the lore of the mind. "1-35
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And Dean Willard Sperry of Harvard Divinity School, writing
the Forward of a devotional book based on Gordon's works,
said:
He used to tell his intimate friends that he
devoted his hard reading in the winter to Aristotle’s
Metaphysi cs; while for light reading in the summer he
turned to Plato's Dialogues ’ Needless to add that he
read both in the original Greek. But if these classics
were his sources of formal discipline, they did not
provide the subject matter of his sermons. He was
essentially a Biblical and Christian preacher. 136
Gordon's estimates of the various Greek thinkers has
shown his willingness to be instructed by them. His wide and
varied selections from them as illustrative material in his
own books shows a thorough acquaintance with their content.
Of Plato Gordon wrote:
Plato is one of the most magnificent of human in-
tellects, one of the strongest and most original of
metaphysicians, a technical thinker and a man of
letters at the same time of the first order... who must
be regarded as the greatest writer of prose of whom we
have any record, and a dramatic genius in the history
of philosophy. .. the equal of any man who ever lived.
Let him who would dispute this last Judgment read again
the 'Phaedo 1
,
the 'Symposium,' the 'Protagoras,' the
' Theatetus ,
* ,
and the 'Republic,' 137
Gordon felt that the most adequate works on Aristotle
were in the German, and that they had set him where he belonged,
"greatest among the great, a world teacher for all time. 1,1 38
The scientific treatises of Aristotle were discarded by Gordon
as nearly worthless through their many errors. However,
Aristotle's treatise on 'Rhetoric* was, according to Gordon,
the best ever written on that subject. Again, he considered
136. Sperry in the Forward to And Let Us Reason Together
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Aristotle's only partially preserved work on 'Poetry*
as carrying within its fifty pages more comprehension of
the soul of tragedy and more insight into the meaning of
poetry than any other book in existence. Of his 'Ethics*
Gordon wrote:
It is excelled in single aspects by Butler, Kant,
Green, and others, but for mastery in its vision
of the supreme end of human conduct, in its
analytic insight, in its serious, luminous, and
unbiased treatment of ethical phenomena, in its
rational strength, elevation, and charm, without
a parallel. 139
Gordon wrote words about Aristotle which might have been
written autobiographically: "Respect for experience combined
with a lofty idealism sustained by the profoundest insight
140is characteristic of Aristotle."
Sophocles came closer to the modern mind than any
of the other Greek writers, according to Gordon. Tragedy as
pure calamity had its finest presentation in Oedipus the
King
,
nor was a grander or loftier woman ever depicted than
141
Antigone, wrote Gordon.
Thucydides, in Gordon's judgment, recorded the
greatest tragedy, historical tragedy, of ancient times In
the seventh book of his History
.
Professor Goodwin urged
his students to read this most difficult of the classic
authors, and while he said he had time to read only a little
of him, Gordon seems to have mastered that portion he did
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read. He has used Illustrations drawn from Thucydides
on several occasions.
The Influence of Gordon's Hellenic studies is
most apparent in the humanistic approach which marks all
of his thought. He pointed out that, "That these primitive
Greeks took their entire humanity with them In their search
for God; and their gods were at least real, social, and
. 14?happy.
" This approach is indicated in the title of one
of Gordon's books,, Through Man to God
,
and was thoroughly
143
set out in the Appleton Chapel experience noted above.
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CHAPTER III
GEORGE A. GORDON'S CHRISTOLOGY
Gordon's Christology was the result of his own
creative thought under the Impact of five major influences
in his life. His family inheritance, the Bangor Theological
Seminary, Harvard College, Frederick Deni son Maurice
,
and
his own Hellenic studies were- of major importance in shaping
his thought. There were undoubtedly other threads which he
wove into his thought than those which may be accounted for
by these five influences. However, it is against this known
background that his Christology must be set.
A. The General Principles of Gordon's Theology
Gordon defined theology as "speech about the Supreme
Being fired with insight, informed with knowledge, and guided
by method. "^44 For a Christian theologian the light and achieve
raent of Jesus Christ must color that speech, and Gordon not
only stated this, but practiced it. Christian theology was,
for Gordon, "the inevitable expression in the form of the
intellect of the life of the spirit.
Upon the occasion of his installation at Old South
Church in 1684 Gordon made a statement of his theological
position.
144. Gordon, UCF, 3.
145. Ibid.
,
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It was phrased in as orthodox terminology as morally permiss-
able to one who was not wholly orthodox. In it Gordon said:
I believe that in Jesus Christ we have the incarnation
of the eternal Son of God. I accept Him as God manifest
in flesh, as God* s unspeakable gift to man. In Him God
appears reconciling the world to Himself. I do not
pretend even to an adequate, much less to a complete,
apprehension of the work of Christ in reconciliation.
I am a student of it. I hold it to be intelligible.
In respect to it I anticipate, as among my chief delights,
greater clearness and extent of vision. ...To the question:
What is the purpose and end of the incarnation, life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ? I answer that
the purpose is the manifestation of the love of God, and
that the end is the spiritual emancipation of the human
race. To the further question: How does Christ become the
reconciler of men to God? I reply by the truth which he
revealed by his method of revelation. 1. There is a
revelation of the true character of God. God is love.
God is light and in Him is no darkness at all. He is
our father in heaven. He is faithful and righteous to
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteous-
ness. He is a righteous being. His righteousness is
declared in Christ;... 2. There is in Christ a revelation
of the essential relation of sonshlp between God and a
human being, and of what God may become to a human being
in the evolution of his life. Christ reveals the fact
that we have our being in God, that we can live in the
recognition of this fact and so become conscious of his
power working in us that which is well pleasing in His
sight.... 3. There is, therefore, a revelation of the only
life worthy of a human being, the life of trust in the
Unseen God. This truth. .. deepens and interprets the
consciousness of sin, awakens the desire of freedom,
discovers and condemns all those ideas of life which lead
men into spirtual bondage. These are truths in the
atonement in regard to which I am clear and certain.
But I would never separate the truths themselves from
the method by which they are revealed through the whole
personal history of the Incarnate Son of God. ...What the
nature of God is, what He is essentially and can become
practically to men, what kind of lives human beings ought
to live are truths which appear as living realities in.,
Jesus Christ. .. .Thus they gain their power over men...
146. Article in the Congrega tionalist , XXXVI: 15, April 10, 1884,
117.
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Forty-one years after his installation at Old South
Church Gordon wrote that he well remembered the day when the
insight came to him that what historic theology, particularly
New England Theology, needed to save its life was to universal-
ize it. He has not specified what day that was, but from the
statement , "My books have been, all of them, expositions of
this fundamental change in theological thought," 14 ^ the
supposition is that the insight came between 1884 and 1893.
It was an Insight coming to one who knew the scheme of New
England theology by heart, to one who had been over it again
and again looking for the key to its reasonableness. Gordon
said, "This insight came like a flash, it stood the test of
examination; the longer it was reflected upon, the profounder
and more evident its truth seemed to me to become. " While
a suggestion of it was found in his 1884 statement of belief,
a concise phrasing appeared in Gordon’s autobiography thus;
God's will must be a will of creative love; it
must be a will that no accident of sin or lapse in
man can change; it must be a will forever on the
side of our whole humanity; and the forms of its
expression in the processes and powers of the
Spirit must have one goal and one goal only, the
redemption of mankind into the liberty, the
glorious liberty of the sons of God. If this is
not accomplished in time, as it plainly is not, the
scene of this redemptive drama must be indefinitely
extended. God is under the bonds of his own nature
as the creator and lover of man, to show man what
his supreme good is, to persuade him, both by the
experience of righteousness and the folly of
147. Gordon, MER, 253
148. Ibid., 252.
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unrighteousness, to lift up his heart to what
is always and eternally good. Death is an
incident in the discipline of the soul; judgment
is the incessant examination implied in the
Divine education of the world; the final examina-
tion is final only as regards what had been done
in time. The Judgment Seat of Christ is forever;
the rational being, man or angel, is before it
forever; it measures and records; it is the
revelation of progress or failure, and always as
the illumination of love, always as the light and
impulse to the grander existence. The character
of God is the life of the Christian religion; the
character of God must be saved, whatever in the
thoughts of men may be lost or changed. Let the
character of God as revealed in Jesus the Lord
have free course, and the issue will be that the
truth will be seen to be the highest good, and the
highest good the absolute truth for man's life.
Metaphysics and ethics thus meet in mutual eternal
support; the highest metaphysics, the loving Being
of God, becomes the highest ethics, love as the
sovereign good, and the highest ethics, love as
man's need and good becomes the ultimate truth of
the universe, the eternal good will of God to all
souls in all worlds. 14 '-'
As Gordon said, his books were expositions of this
position. In The Christ of Today (1895) he asserted the
Ideal Sonship of Jesus to His Father, God, and contended for
the special incarnation of God in Christ as a revelation of
the universal sonship, which extended to all mankinds. In
Immortality and the New Theodicy (1897) he expressed the
conviction that it was incredible to limit the redemptive
power of God to this life, and that the retribution of God
must take the form of redemption if God is a God of love.
In The New Epoch for Faith (1901) he set forth the vision of
the nineteenth century of an expanding universe in which
humanity was the central message, and asserted that a new
spiritual realism would be the result of Christianity viewed
149. Gordon, MER, 252-253
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as the religion of man and passed through the discipline of
doubt. In Ultimate Conceptions of Faith
,
the 1902 Lyman
Beecher Lectures, published In 1903, he endeavored to set
the house of faith in order— "a house of faith for the
intellect framed of the irreducible realities, a shelter for
my own generation until a grander edifice should appear. "150
Personality , for the individual; humanity, for
society, optimism, for history; Jesus Christ, for
religion; the moral order, for the universe; and
God, as the absolute ultimate; these were the
Irreducible realities which I thought I had
found, and which rose spontaneously into a temple
for the mind, like that of old, without the sound
of a hammer. 1^1
A volume of his sermons was published in 1908 under the title,
Through Man to God
.
In the preface he wrote, "Through Man to
God' is the expression that sums up my conception of the heart
and soul of Christianity. Of Religion and Miracle (1909)
Gordon wrote:
The book was an extremely conservative one. It
did not deny the reality of miracles; it simply
undertook to show that on the supposition of the
unreality of miracles Christianity still lived in
its intrinsic integrity. l 5,:t
Another volume of sermons, Revelation and the Ideal (1913)
,
asserted the central theme that the power of the ideal is the
secret of revelation. Moral Idealism and revelation were
viewed as two sides of the same coin. In Aspects of the
Infinite Mystery (1916) Gordon wrote something akin to a
150. Gordon, MER, 254.
151. Loc. cit.
152. Gordon, TMG, vili.
153. Gordon, MER, 256.

confession of faith. He described the essentials of the
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Christian faith as they appeared to him, and he organized
them around the unifying idea of the good as the inevitable
quest of the human spirit. In 1920 there was published a
volume entitled Humanism in the New England Theology
.
It was
the republication of an article which appeared in the Harvard
Theological Review, April, 1907, under the title, "The
Collapse of the New England Theology. " It was unintention-
ally a review of the transition in theology so largely
mediated by Gordon. The title emphasized, in its 1920
rendering, the fundamental principle which Gordon conceived
to be characteristic of every attempt to Interpret the mystery
of the Infinite.
Gordon's general principles of theology appeared in
his statement of belief given in 1884, in his autobiographic-
al work of 1925, and in each of the books he wrote in the
intervening years. His method was inductive. While the
method of creation might be deductive, the method of human
knowledge was induction, from fact to principle, from partic-
ular to universal, from man to God. In the application of hie
method a philosophical idea had to do duty in the place of
critical and historical analysis. In Gordon's day "the
voice of histcrlcal analysis. In Gordon's day "the voice of
historical analysis was not heard in the land above a whisper.
154 However, through the efforts of other men working at the
same time as Gordon it did become the accepted approach. The
154. Gordon, MER, 254
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idea of the mission of Jesus as a mission of deliverance
for all mankind, as a mission from the Infinite Father,
dominated Gordon's approach to theology. It ruled his
use of the Bible. "Jesus embodied an idea, and that idea
155
must rule and overrule all isolated texts," he wrote.
The ruling idea was derived from experience. Behind
it stood Gordon's cultural heritage, his experience in
Appleton Chapel, and his more recent insight into the
problem of saving New England theology by universalizing it.
Gordon' 8 religion was a religion of experience, and in it he
saw four great notes. "The quest for personal worth, the
concern for social righteousness, the triumph over death,
and the mood of reconciliation to the universe...," these
156
Gordon held to be the great notes of religion.
Central in the inductive method he employed, in the
ruling idea of the mission of Jesus, and in the great notes
of religion of experience was personality. Gordon wrote:
The greatest fact in human existence or in human
history is the fact of personality, and the deepest
craving of the spirit of man is for an Infinite Being
capable of communion with man, of understanding his
life, of quickening his aspirations, of realizing his
ideals. 15?
In defining personality as the word for the reality of the
155. Gordon, MER, 253.
156. George A. Gordon, "Religion of the Present," A tlantic
Monthly, 105: April, 1910, 464.
157. George A. Gordon, "Emerson as a Religious Influence,"
Atlantic Monthly
,
91: May, 1903, 581-582.
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individual human life Gordon said, "The sense of a real,
abiding, self identical life is the final fact of conscious-
ness.
,,158
This fixed an unshakable point, personality, was
matched in Gordon' s theological thought by a more universal
ultimate, humanity. In answer to his own question? What is
humanity? Gordon wrote:
It means that human beings constitute a kind, as
birds or quadrupeds constitute a kind.
.
.Humanity means,
in the second place, that the significant mark of man
is the capacity for life ordered by moral reason....
Humanity means, in the third place, that God's fatherly
purpose in Christ covers all men. Humanity means,
finally, the universal answerableness to moral stand-
ards, the universal amenableness to the moral God.
Gordon held to the scientific conception of law and
to the religious conception of the immanence of God in his
160
universe. And he wrote: "The vocation of man is the
discovery of God.
The centrality of Christ in Gordon's theology was
noted by Buckham, Foster, and others. Gordon himself not
only made Christ the center, but in a sense the source of
his theology. To this point he wrote:
We may be sure of one thing, that the final
theology will not come from the old theologies
or new philosophies, It will not come from the
schools of Orlgen or Augustine, Calvin, or
Edwards, Kant or Hegel;.. it will come from the
school of Christ. 16 ^
158. Gordon, UCF, 173.
159. Ibid.
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Christ was Gordon’s standard of truth and goodness,
and with Him as a standard it was inevitable that his whole
theology should be heuristic, Gordon wrote:
The canonization of anything but the Infinite is
a mistake. To fix the standards of truth and of
goodness in any utterance save the utterance of God
in Christ, is of the nature of an outrage upon
humanity. There is no standard of truth or goodness
short of the Infinite truth and goodness to which
Jesus conducts men. °'J
Gordon considered theology to be the form of religion,
the servant of religion, and he said, "Religion is primarily
feeling; intellect is in it only in an instinctive way, and
164it comes to action at first by its own pure Impulse."
He admired Edwards at some points and wrote of him, "Edwards
shows his careful insight in his doctrine that 1 true religion,
in great part, consists in holy affections 1 ."
Gordon summed up the Christian faith, considered
sub specie aeternl tatls
,
in five great simplicities:
The object of faith,—God; the monumental teacher
of this faith,—Jesus Christ; the fellowship of it,—
the souls of believers; the service which it inspires,—
obedience to any one of countless forms, in countless
diverse situations, to the Eternal good will; the
endless worth of personal being, of personal being as
love in action, as love in possibility. 16
"The theology for today must found itself upon the will of
God, and upon the will of God at its highest. ... The Incarnation
163. Gordon, UCF, 53.
164. Ibid.
,
54.
165. Loc. cit.
166. Gordon, RAM, 209.
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is the center of all sane theology,” wrote Gordon.
B. The Source of Chrlstology.
The nineteenth century witnessed the escape of the
world into new spaces and new times, the expansion of the
material order to infinity, the extension of history to
eonian periods, and the gathering of the nations to a
consciousness of a contemporaneous humanity. Gordon was
thinking of this when he wrote, "Our modern world looks
as if it were getting ready for a new conception of
Christ.” He was not ready to discard the traditional
Chrlstology without considerable effort to conserve its
values. He wrote, "To me the Christologlcal tradition of
the church is unspeakably precious. The church is not
1GQfounded upon theism, but upon Christian theism."
However, he realized that the advances of the nineteenth
century required a conception of Christ suited to an
enlarged area of thought and an extended knowledge. He
commented, "The world is tired of manufactured Christologies
,
whether orthodox or heterodox, This new Chrlstology
could not be a mere reworking of the outworn modes of
thought. It had to be built from the ground up. He served
167. George A. Gordon, "The Theological Problem for Today,
"
The Outlook
,
LVII:14, Dec. 4, 1897, 871
168. Gordon, COT, 29.
169. Gordon, UCF, 290.
170. Ibid.
,
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this notice on the Christian thinker:
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Get you facts; then try, if you can, to compass
their meaning; admit as the supreme fact the
immeasurableness of the Master; and let this
influence not only the intellectual conclusion,
but also imagination and feeling. 171
Gordon asserted the historic reality of Jesus as
the starting point for an adequate Christology. He
completely disavowed the Christ-Myth School and such
conclusions as represented in the early nineteenth
century by Dr. D. F. Strauss. He wrote:
Jesus has been so much to manking that any
scholar with ordinary historic imagination
and common intellectual decency must uncover
his presence. 172
In the case of Jesus, the epoch that he created
by his personality, the literature that he pro-
duced by his inspiration, the permanence of his
cause with which he is forever associated, tell
not upon the man who wilfully rejects evidence or
who asks for more than can reasonably be demanded;
these considerations are for open-minded, reason-
able, candid men. For candid men the reality of
Jesus is as clear end sure as that of any leader
in all history. 1 t-
The historic reality of Jesus is possessed,
according to Gordon, in the Bible. However, he recognized
the limitations of these records. As early as his install-
ation at Old South Church he said.
In regard to both Testaments, 1 we have this
treasure in earthen vessels,’ and we must accept
the revelations of God through imperfect men. I
do not believe that Christ has been misrepresented
on any Important statement. On all religious
subjects I can trust God’s Word. 174
171. Gordon, UCF, 263.
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Gordon' s analysis of the limitations of the records was
more fully stated by him in an article published in 1920.
In it he wrote,
Jesus was perhaps the most misunderstood teacher
in history. His genius in the things of the spirit,
had it taken its own way, would have left him with
no contact with his time. He was obliged to use
the phrase * Kingdom of God, T and he could not pre-
vent the construction of this phrase as meaning an
earthly kingdom. His disciples, let it be frankly
stated, were incapable of comprehending their
teacher and his method; they read that message in
the light of their education, habits, thought,
beliefs, hopes, world-views. In this way it came
to pass that the teaching of Jesus has been here
and there touched by the darkened minds of the pious
and good men who conserved the tradition of his
career.
This did not destroy the original source value of the
records. "Hidden in the Gospels is the creative mind,
the original character of Jesus, and he is found there by
thought," Gordon added. ' The books were only symbols
and their meaning was discovered by sympathy. "Sympathy
and imagination working in the interest of the hidden
177
reality are lndespensible , " Gordon continued. Rational
insight is a necessity in dealing with symbols, and when
that insight misses the world behind the whole business is
a loss. Language, books, and history all present us with
symbols, and the mind of Christ, according to Gordon, could
never be reached without moral sympathy, spiritual imagination,
175. George A. Gordon, "The Originality of Jesus," Atlanti c
126: July, 1920, 106-107.
176. Ibid.
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and religious appreciation. He strongly asserted,
"Let it be understood that criticism of the sources is
but the beginning of thought. 79
A vision of the meaning of the Gospel was con-
sidered by Gordon as an essential of any Christian theology,
and that vision was not easy to achieve. He wrote:
That vision cannot be gained from mere history
or from mere reasoning on historical data; only
by brooding, only by opening the whole nature to
what is brooded upon, only by candor, that rarest
quality in the human mind, by sincerity, invocation
of the truth, whatever the truth may be, and
willingness to go with the truth wherever it may
lead; only thus men can come to the great final
achievement, not only to see the figure of Jesus
with the historic eye, but to behold something of
the meaning of his soul for the world.
"Christian discipleship should precede Christian apostleship,
"
181
was Gordon’s concise phrasing of the matter."
The place of Christology in Gordon’s theology was
at the source and, also, the center. He wrote:
Christology is a human question, and its chief
form is this: What is the value of Jesus Christ
for the religious life of mankind? And the basis
for the true answer to this question is the
Christian life.^- 92
Hence, the contemporary Christian was considered the best
guide to the historic Master, the best witness for the
reality of Christ. The Apostle Paul was extremely signifi-
cant for Gordon not because of his doctrine, but because of
178. Gordon, UCF, 290.
179. Gordon, NEF, 135.
180. Gordon, AIM, 170.
181. Gordon, UCF, 261.
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his doctrine, but because of the nature of his religious
experience. Gordon wrote of him:
With Paul stand all believers in Jesus who
did not know him, and all whb could not know
him in his earthly life. This apostle is the
representative of the believing world after
Jesus had disappeared from the earth. He is
not only the apostle to the nations, he is
also the apostle to the world that can never
know Jesus as a human being in time.-*-"*
Paul spoke of possessing the mind of Christ, and it was that
consciousness of Jesus Christ that Gordon held to be the
chief prize of the Christian calling. Paul gained it by
profound and eager meditation, active imagination, and the
discipline of service in Christ* s name. This brought him
a sense of spiritual companionship with Christ. Paul has
indicated the way that modern man must follow.
On the border of a letter written by Gordon to a
Mister Poole were inscribed two questions. These evidently
had evoked the letter. 1. From what sources do you con-
struct the '*mlnd of Christ?" 2. Must not the mind of
Christ be definite to a considerable extent in order to
serve as that "constructive principle of theology"? This
letter is an unpublished document, but the investigator has
seen it and deemed it of such importance as to be fully
reproduced in the study. It appeared in full as follows:
183. Gordon, RAM, 112
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OLD SOUTH PARSONAGE
Boylston St. Boston
March 17, 1896
My dear Mr. Poole:
I thank you for your exceedingly interesting note;
and let me add that I regard your question as fundamental.
If we recall the fact that we owe the great utterance to
Paul, "But we have the mind of Christ," it will help us in
our inquiry as to the sources upon which the Apostle drav/s
for his knowledge of that mind.
First there was the tradition of the teaching, the life,
and the spirit of Christ. Paul had access to that.
There was the moral illumination, "the heavenly vision,"
which so powerfully affected Paul, and made him able to
see into the heart of the historic tradition. The
Damascus experience indeed convinced him that Jesus was
alive. But had Paul not heard of the Resurrection and
was not the story in bis mind?
There was his own career, inward and outward under Christ,
and that of his fellow apostles and fellow Christians.
There was besides the exalted messianic hope of the
prophets—which was another approach to the historic tra-
dition which was the ultimate and regulative form of
revelation.
Now this I think will help your own thought to find its
answer. The mind of Christ is given supremely through the
teaching of Jesus, his recorded acts, and career, through
the words which enshrine his character and spirit, the
utterance, the act, the career, the character, the spirit
—
all embody and declare his mind
.
And this is true even if
we allow that some of the sayings of Christ are colored by
his reporters, even if we recognize the errancy of the
evangelists.
Then the total apostolic mind as given in the Acts and
in the Epistles is, although secondary, and therefore
subject to revision, is nevertheless unspeakably precious
as a further disclosure of the mind of Christ. Nowhere
perhaps is the Christianity of the Apostles absolutely
ununited with Judaism, wholly free from alien elements,
completely and altogether pure; yet is their Christianity
monumental.
,
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Then there is the Christian consciousness— still
more mixed, less rich, more seriously open to question
at a score of points. Still it is a source of the
mind of the Lord.
The evangelical narrative, the Apostolic utterances
and age; the life of the Church— the entire historic
process— these are the sources— the first being
supreme and regulative
.
With all good wishes. Very truly yours,
184
Geo. A. Gordon.
The availableness of the mind of Christ was not, according to
Gordon, to be considered as exhaustive of its riches. The
identification of the mind of the Christian centuries with
the mind of Christ he considered as the one heresy the church
should forever dread. He wrote, "A Christ totally reproduci-
ble In the thought of a Paul or a John, or in the entire
history of the church on earth, is not the Christ of God. 1,105
However, mindful of the supremacy of Christ in Christian
theology and as the revelation of God he wrote, "Nothing can
be so surely fatal to the pulpit as a meagre Christology. "186
C. Gordon’s Teaching Concerning the Nature of Christ.
1. The Person of Christ
Ever since his experience in Appleton Chapel during
his college days at Harvard Gordon had considered man to be
184. An unpublished letter in Gordon’s handwriting now in the
possession of Dr. Edwin P. Booth, 48 Cherry St.,
Islington, Massachusetts.
185. Gordon, COT, 169.
186. Gordon, UCF, 291.
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the supreme value in this world. He found this to be true
of Christ and wrote, "For Jesus man was the sovereign fact
in creation, the key to the character of God. 1,187 Gordon’s
consideration of the person of Christ began naturally with
the manhood of Jesus.
Gordon accepted the personalis tic dictum that per-
sonality is the key to reality and construed his thought
of man, nature, and God under that view. Gordon wrote:
In the teaching of Jesus, personality is the only
ultimate and permanent reality. Nature is but the
personality of God manifested in a particular way,
and the moral order, as seen in the soul and in
human history, is but the same personality revealed
in another and higher way. 188
He considered himself well within the tradition of
the church when he asserted that Jesus was the perfect man.
He stated:
To me, thinking in profound sympathy with the
highest Christologlcal tradition of the church,
Jesus seems to be the perfect man. His manhood,
his perfect manhood, is the obvious truth of his
existence. 189
It was this perfect human reality which gave Jesus Christ his
unique Influence over men and made his character of endless
interest for men. Whatever name might be given him, divine,
semi-divine, God, or Son of God, it would be no more than a
name. "What you must note is that the sovereign soul of
Jesus is his humanity; that is the reality, that is the truth
187. Gordon, TMG, 244,
188. Gordon, WTI, 232,
189. Gordon, UCF, 291,
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of his being." w Human nature, according to Gordon, the
greatest thing that we know, becomes in Jesus Christ the
highest and best. Jesus is the greatest man known. "The
language of the creeds," wrote Gordon, "seems unreal in
the presence of his spotless and sublime humanity.
The sheer perfection of Jesus as a man was, for Gordon,
unique and original. Jesus had the distinctive quality of
originality of character. Of this character Gordon wrote:
The strongest character in the world is the character
of Jesus Christ It is impossible to read the record
of social progress without the recognition of his shaping
strength. His moral will is forcing the civilized world
out of its injustice and inhumanity. 192
The original character of Jesus is the moral side of
his genius... It is something free and inevitable; silent
as the movement of the earth, and sure; its strength is
without tumult, without hesitation; and in it there are
no fears, no divisions of heart; unity, certainty, sover-
eignty are its notes. The Gospels bear witness to one
without predecessor and without successor, whose original-
ity of character is declared in the paradoxical but
luminous words of one of the greatest of the New Testament
writers, as ’without father, without mother, without
geneology, having neither beginning of days nor end of
life'— a new type of human being to which the coming
world is to be conformed. 19 ^
And again in the category of beauty Gordon ranked everything
below Christ. "The ineffable loveliness is the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ," he wrote, 194
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The perfection of Christ's character, the absence of
any defect, his sinlessness, was treated by Gordon as more
than a mere negativeness toward sin. There was also the
positive action of Christ toward righteousness. Gordon wrote:
The Lord Jesus sounded the whole depth of our
humanity and rose beyond its highest height. He
was a guest at the wedding; He went to the house
of death; He was the friend of the rosy-cheeked,
bright-eyed children; He was the adoration of
idealistic youth; He was the friend of manhood
and womanhood under the heat and burden of the
day; He surrounded Himself by his sympathy with
the victims of inheritance, misfortune, perversity,
disease, and evil of every kind; He took them all
up into His fellowship and began after that manner
the sublime epoch of redemption. ®
,
The sublimest thing in the soul of Jesus is his
surrender, immediate, habitual, inevitable, to the
appeal of distress. Need of every kind moved him.-*- 9®
Christ was no brlnger of the light that he did not see, like
so many of the world's heroes, nor was he unacquainted with
the need of those to whom he came.
Jesus appeared out of the Gospels to Gordon not only
as the perfect man, unique in the strength of his character,
positive in his action toward righteousness, the ineffable
loveliness, but also as lover, Judge, and teacher. "His
character as lover of men? wrote Gordon, "fits him, and
Indeed compels him, to be their severest Judge. 97 But it
was as the supreme teacher that Gordon looked upon the person
195. Gordon, RAI
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of Christ. He wrote, M Indeed, the best single characteri-
198
zation of Jesus would be the teacher. 11
Gordon rested the supremacy of Jesus as the supreme
religious teacher of mankind upon the fact that no other
teacher so Identified his cause with life.
The great ideas of Christ—* the Kingdom of God,
eternal life, the universe as essentially moral, truth
as utterly personal in man, in Christ himself, and in
God,— represent not only the highest reach of spiritual
intelligence, but also the height that has no beyond.
In both teaching and character Christ was considered by
Gordon to be the best that man can be, the sovereign example
for man.
That this human, Christ, was believed to have risen
from the dead Gordon found universally admitted by competent
critics. That was the primitive, universal, and absolute
faith. Gordon had to account for the resurrection of Jesus.
Belief in God removed at once the philosophical question.
He wrote, "In the supposition that Christ may have risen
from the dead, there is nothing at war with possibility.
But It was the worth of Jesus Christ, his Intellectual and
moral greatness, which first gave credence to the resurrection.
He wrote, "Christian ethics prepare the way for Christian
facte... if he was an exception to the law of death, he was
equally an exception to the law of sin".
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"Ideal would appear to be the fittest modern expression
202for the consciousness of Jesus," wrote Gordon, This ideal
is always the unique and the universal. Nothing except the
ideal can be the ideal, and no one can be Christ except Christ.
He added, "What other men ought to become he is.
This ideal, the interjected perfection of Jesus, de-
manded an explanation deeper than the perfection which results
from the long sequences of history. Cordon felt the old
orthodoxy Inadequate, but he cautioned the innovating liberals.
He wrote in the Atlantic of April, 1910:
No doubt religious liberalism is in danger of
forgetting the deeper meanings of the oerson of
Christ; no doubt it is exposed to the too easy
reduction of Jesus to the levels of men of the
Spirit in all ages end among all peoples; no
doubt It is in peril of failing to note hie
unique vocation in the Kingdom of Cod, of falling
prey to a hard and impatient rationalism, of taking
him and his gospel more through the understanding
and less through the totality of human life. While
this is obviously true, it Is felt by many that the
dangers of orthodoxy are far greater, c04
He went on to account for the uniqueness of Jesus. He said,
Up to a certain point Jesus Christ is knowable,
that is, he is classifiable as a man. But there is
in him an assumption of vision, a manifestation of
power, a freedom of moral defect, a certainty in
goodness, a mass and Quality of being that transcend
all human categories. ^C5
202. Cordon, NEF, 131.
203. Loc. cit.
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Gordon went on to point out that in the sphere of human
endowment there are differences so great that they are
best designated as differences in kind. However, within
the page and paragraph he added, “It is impossible by
adding to man to make him God.
His transcendence, while it reveals the transcend-
ence of all Intelligence and all moral love, appears
of such range and character as to set Itself apart
from that of all his brethers. It is an obvious
fact that Nazareth cannot account for Christ; we see
at once that the mere earthy conditions of heredity
and environment can in no single case explain the
fact either of intelligence or sainthood. Bu t with
the intelligence and character of Christ before us,
revealed through his thoughts and his service, we
go further. We affirm that the Eternal is under
a unique relation and exercise in the production
of him. 207
Historical antecedents, historical settings, may be interest-
ing, may even shed light on the pathway of the search for the
source of Jesus^s transcendence. On would never think of
explaining Plato, the philosophic spectator of all time and
all existence by the mythologies and popular beliefs of the
Greeks. It seemed hardly likely to Gordon that Jesus could
be explained by the common thought of His day, or that
scholars could long be content with the endeavor to find the
origin of Jesus save in the mind of God. "A metaphysic of
the life of Jesus," wrote Gordon, "is a necessity. "208
206. Loc. cit.
207. Gordon, COT, 127-128.
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He continued, "Jesus's endowment is clearly that of sovereign
religious genius, and his environment is the Absolute
Spirit." 209 Jesus was to be understood not by his age,
but by the Eternal God. "His mind, His character, His
service, and His hope for the world," declared Gordon,
"had their origin in God,"^-5-0 The best insights of Jesus's
predecessors in Israel were at a level below him. Gordon
felt that many of the efforts of the nineteenth century were
in an abyss below him.
Gordon asserted his acceptance of the principle of
Incarnation. He wrote:
What does the incarnation of God in Jesus Christ
mean? It means that the mind of God was sovereign
in the mind of Christ, the heart of God regnant in
the heart of Christ, the spirit of God all-controll-
ing in the soul of the Lord. There is the unique
presence and domination of God in Christ. 211
This principle Involved an accommodation of the Eternal to
temporal conditions. Gordon felt that it was impossible
even for Divinity in three short years to sweep the Jewish
mind clear of all its errors and superstitions. , Growth,
an outgrowing of the crude and erroneous positions, was
the only possible emancipation. The reserve of Christ in
dealing with an age so immeasurably below him at all points
was for Gordon one of the notes of Jesus h surpassing
oipgreatness.
209. George A. Gordon, "The Originality of Jesus," Atlantic ,
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Gordon saw the final significance of the Old Testa-
ment in its unconscious spiritual anticipation of Christ,
and he held Christ to be the eternal Judge of its ethical
worth and limit. He wrote, "The Bible owes infinitely
more to Christ than Christ does to the Bible. "21o Without
Christ the Bible would be no more than a splendid antiquity.
The writers of the New Testament were in captivity
to Jesus; they were his bond-servants. Out of the mood
Jesus inspired came the thought of his ascendancy, the
divinity, the essential deity of Christ. Gordon wrote,
"The apostolic faith in the deity of Christ was an outgrowth
of his sovereignty over apostolic life.
The great central thing in Christianity was,
according to Gordon, the moral being of God, the perfect,
loving, infinite Father, attested as reality by His
supreme prophet, the Lord Jesus. He went on:
The central question of Christianity is: Can we
trust the Lord when he says, ’He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father?’ If you are without that
faith and that trust Christianity is a mass of
remnants and worthless details. If you have a
great central and sovereign faith that Jesus is
the genuine, authentic, sovereign prophet of the
moral being of God and that we may trust him when
he says, 'He that hath seen me hath seen the
Father,' nothing else should disturb you in the
unsettled opinion of the world. ^15
The universe that made Jesus, made his mind, and put within it
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its conception of God. "Jesus is not the author of reality,"
wrote Gordon, "he is the highest product of reality, and
therefore the supreme revelation of its character. "216
Jesus was, according to Gordon, the product of his sense
of the Infinite and His Father, and more than that, the
gift of God, the creation of ultimate reality. "And it
may be added that about the origin of the life of Jesus
knowledge is unattainable; the life itself is before the
world," Gordon wrote. 217 The incarnation is in a life,
and Gordon could see no valid reason for attempting to
explain the mystery of that fact by propounding such
further mystery as that of the virgin birth. He said,
"The miraculous does not impart to our Lord his worth.
"
21k
Yet on the ground of natural law he did not deny dogmatic-
ally the possibility of miracles.
The central truth of Christianity, in Gordon's
thought, was the manifestation of God in Jesus Christ.
"The Gospel is essentially the gospel of the Incarnation....
Jesus is for man the wisdom of God, the love of God, the
moral authority of God, the sacrament of God." 212 The New
Testament writers were careful to maintain this ideal
Incarnation, and it lives on in the strength of the axiom
of cause and effect. The cause must equal the effect, and
Jesus was not self-originated. In the highest metaphysics
216. Gordon, NEF, 381.
217. Gordon, RAM, 96.
218. Ibid., 83.
219. Gordon, NEF, 169.
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of theology Jesus was still the begotten of the Father.
Gordon declared that "the universe that produces
Jesus Christ and that supports him thereby reveals its
own Christly character," 220 He interpreted the higher
and final significance of nature through the assertion that
we cannot go beyond Christ. "Our human universe is a
Christian universe," was the succinct form in which he
221
expressed it. The best in nature, human history, the
hope of the world, were for Gordon but the image of
Christ. He concluded, "Thus, so far as we have a God,
Christ is in very truth our God.
The great point to be determined concerning Jesus
was whether he was the supreme and unique representative
of the humanity of God, the proper incarnation of the Filial
in the being of the infinite. He wrote, "And the point in
Christology for the faith of today to master... is the
special, unique relation of Jesus Christ to the Eternal
Prototype of humanity in the Godhead.
"
22c
Gordon saw Jesus Christ as human, unique and
original in that humanity, and consequently capable of
explanation only as the product of divinity, as divine.
This led on to the problem of the relation of humanity and
divinity within him. "The moral attributes of Christ may
220. Gordon, UCF, 328-329.
221. Gordon, COT, 91.
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be, as I thoroughly believe they are," wrote Gordon,
"the only open path to a true appreciation of his nature. "224
He affirmed, however, that Christ was something more than
his exalted ethical character. There was in Christ a per-
sonal center and source of the thought, feeling, purpose,
and acts that revealed him. That personal and living center
was the real and ultimate Christ— the point to be determin-
ed in a consideration of the person of Christ. He wrote,
"That ultimate and real Christ may be measured against
God and against man, and his place in relation to both
ppc
approximately ascertained." He considered it impossible
to account for character in any human being without the
assumption of a personal spirit whose character it was.
He had little respect for ethics without metaphysics.
"The ethical character of Christ, the ethical character of
God implies the personal reality of Christ, the personal
reality of God," Gordon wrote. ~ Christ was not merely an
exalted habit, but a being to whom that habit belonged.
Thus he asserted the Independence of Jesus Christ.
Gordon discerned a twofold significance in the
character of Christ which he considered common to all great
character. It was both a product and an achievement. He
described it thus:
224. Gordon, COT, 58.
225. Loc. cit.
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It is a product of the Infinite to whom he is
in constant self-surrender. In that constant sel-
surrender his will is taking its shape from the
Eternal will, his mind is receiving form from the
Eternal mind, his heart is under the culture of
the Eternal heart. Jesus moves in the transcendent
sense of God, and from God comes the product of his
perfect character. It is an issue from the infinite
soul, to whom his soul goes up in honor and in self-
surrender. This process is within the bounds of
nature, and yet nature has nothing to do with it.
It is a process in the freedom of the spirit.
... The
character of Jesus viewed as an achievement precludes
miracle; it is not only independent of miracle, it is
inconsistent with miracle. Here the great temptation
is illuminating. Under trials, stones must not be
turned into bread; nor must the Highest throw himself
from the pinnacle of the Temple. Character is not
thus won. It Is won under the heat and burden of the
day, in services and in suffering within the terms of
the natural life. Jesus stood in human relations^
with human ideals, and under human obligations. 22 *'
The body of Jesus was the mechanism that bore his great
soul*
.
The soul of Jesus was an order of thoughts and
feelings that bore in itself the consciousness of God.
"The life of Jesus serves a double end;" said Gordon, "it
expresses his soul; it also expresses the soul of God as
it lives in him. "228
Gordon declared that unity with the Supreme Being
may be a moral unity clearly reflected in the consciousness
of the human soul. He wrote:
Jesus says, ’I and my Father are one;’ the unity
is not identity; It does not mean that Jesus ceases
to be Jesus, that he had become a moment in the
soul of God. It means concurrence of ideals, powers,
achievements, and hopes between Jesus and his Father
in Heaven. Two personalities in an experience of
profoundest moral union; that would seem to be the
plain meaning of Jesus’ words. 229
227. Gordon, RAM, 89-90
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Gordon asserted that between all sould and Jesus Christ there
was kinship, and between Jesus Christ and God there was an
ineffable union. "It cannot be said too often or with too
great emphasis," he wrote, "That there is between God and
everyman an inseparable association; that there is in every
man a genuine incarnation of God. "230 Tfr e point calling
for definite statement was the unique association of the
life of Jesus with God inside the general association with
God in which humanity stood. Writing to this point Gordon
said:
The Filial in God, Eternal in his being, wrought
into our entire humanity, in consequence of which
men are men, is in perfect union with Jesus. The
Incarnation has its meaning in this unique identifi-
cation of the soul of Jesus with the eternal Filial
in God; and this unique identification is through
the perfect manhood of Jesus. The conception of
God’s being for which the Trinity stands, as we
shall see later, is the ground of humanity, and the
ground of the unique meaning of the life of Jesus. ^31
It was properly claimed by Gordon that the problem of
the person of Christ led into the doctrine of the Trinity.
Jesus Christ, the Divine Man, as the guide to God, could
lead only to the God who was in himself as eternal archetypal
society. "His perfection," Gordon wrote, "forced the issue
between the social and unsocial Deity, j,ran mug -t rise to
Christ before he can see the true God. Anthropology must
rise to Chrlstology, and then it may rise to true theology.
Gordon saw that the fundamental defect in Christological
230. Gordon, UCF, 294.
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thinking In his day was an overdone principle of Identity.
The otherness of Christ to humanity counted for little or
nothing. It seemed to Gordon to be a curious intellectual
mood, and he wrote:
It is pushing the law of identity to extremest
lengths; it is a ruling out of the law of difference
in the most radical fashion. Now, all knowledge
rests upon these two great laws of kinship and con-
trast; and if there be, as there most certainly is,
a plurality of beings in the universe, that plurality
must embody the two fundamental principles of identity
and difference. Between the object of sense... and the
mind that apprehends it there must be kinship; other-
wise the two couldn 1 t come together; but it is equally
clear that between them there must be contrast; other-
wise there could be no subject and object, that is,
no knowledge. ^33
That strand of difference Gordon found running throughout
creation. Without identity there could be no union, and
without difference there could be no variety and no reality
Infinite existences. This dual principle was operative in
the life of Je sus. Gordon wrote:
If the individuality of Jesus is of no account,
if his separateness from sinners means nothing, if
his genius carries us nowhere, if he is real and
significant only so far as he participates in a
common nature, then indeed it follows that his
supreme divinity is a myth; but it turns out also
that human personality is a myth, that all claim to
reality on the part of the thinking, feeling, and
active soul is insane raving. We have put the
Master to a new and final death, but in doing this
we have slain humanity. 234
He continued pointing out the vast Importance of the principle
233. Gordon, COT, 95
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of difference. He wrote:
We note the community in temptation; we must
also note the eternal difference in the issue.
As Christ was to his elect disciples in the hour
of their common crisis, so is Christ to mankind,
There is an identity divinely significant, but
it rests upon a difference as deep as the per-
fection of God.
What Christ is in complete realization, that
humanity is prophetically; he is the perfect
humanity after which we must forever strive,
and short of which we must forever fall. The
difference between Jesus and his disciples upon
Mount Tabor is again the difference between him
and mankind. It is the difference between
complete realization and immortal prophecy.
Gordon deprecated the extreme use of either principle.
Identity carried through the universe as the sole law would
sink everything in an abyss of pantheism, and the principle
of difference pushed to extremes would result in an atomic
world where knowledge and morality were impossible, and
where life would be unconscious and blind.
Here Gordon sensed the entire credibility of the
doctrine of the Trinity historically revealed. He wrote:
The consciousness of God carries in it a radical
and an eternal contrast to that of man. It has
millions and millions of modes, which are yet more
than modes, which are persons. They are part of
it, and yet are distinct from it. Why should there
not be three Eternal Distinctions behind all these
multitudinous temporal distinctions? In the nature
of the case, what reason is there against the
reality of an eternal threefold form in the God-
head,— the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
the Life and the Light and the Love that have been
one from overlast ing?237
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Gordon carried back his theory of knowledge and applied it
to the Infinite. Either the world was God's eternal uncreated
other, in which case God was not absolute, or there must be,
if knowledge was to be ascribed to him, society of some kind
in the being of God. In Hegelian fashion Gordon wrote:
Ego and non-ego, subject and object enter into and
constitute all knowledge here, and according to our
thought the Divine Being must eternally differentiate
himself into subject and object, a subject and object
that eternally blend in divine knowledge. This is but
a hint at the philosophical necessity for that con-
ception of God imbedded in trinitarianlsm. 238
The Christian doctrine of the Trinity was, according to Gordon,
an attempt to combine in one faith the ideas of identity and
difference, the individual and the transcendent, God, as the
indwelling life and soul of the universe. The attempt to show
how the two ideas of God may combine had never been a philo-
sophical or dialectical success, but that did not disturb
Gordon. He held that the truth was greater than reason, and
reality was not to be limited by the scope of finite mind.
He commented, "The Trinity is Indeed a mystery, but it seems
to be a mystery that saves the reality of God to the world. " 24r)
The supreme divinity of Jesus Christ was but the sovereign
expression in human history of the mystery of differences and
Identity which ran through the entire universe and that had its
home in the heart of the Godhead. Of Jesus he wrote:
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There is in the Founder of the Christian religion a
recognizable, a demonstrable transcendence of the actual
human category. He is concerned with the Deity, impli-
cated in his nature, associated with his purpose, under
his will and spirit, in a manner secret, inapproachable,
ineffable. The singularity of Christ is unmistakable
in the Gospels, conspicuous in the Epistles, and con-
clusively evident over the whole field of more than
eighteen hundred years of Christian experience and
history. The form of the Son of Man is an eternal con-
trast, set in with immortal identities, to all his
brethren. For the sake of the Identities we must hold
to the contrasts. 241
Regarding the pre-existence of the person of Christ
Gordon had little to say. He said that he had not found the
idea in the teachings of the great theologians, with the
exception of Origen who taught the pre-existence of all soul.
,! It is not Jesus who preexists before his advent; 11 he wrote,
“it is the Logos, the Christ, the eternal Son who preexists." 24^
It was only in a secondary sense that pre-existence concerned
the person of Jesus Christ. It was primarily a doctrine of
God. And Gordon held that God was eternally the Father, Son,
and the Holy Ghost. Before all worlds God was an ineffable
society in himself. The position Gordon maintained was that:
Jesus the perfect man is the sovereign historic
expression of the eternal Son in the bosom of the
Father, and that Jesus as perfect man is in an
association with God ideal, unique and unsearchable.
With the exception of the idea of pre-existence, this
is essentially the position of Origen on the Incarnation. 24-:
241. Gordon, COT, 118
242. Gordon, UCF, 293,
243. Loc, cit.
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Jesus was the highest expression of the wisdom and
love of God, the final utterance of the Infinite which
chiefly concerned our race. Jesus pity, his perfect moral
being, and our complete involvement with that being made
him the sovereign symbol for the world of God. He was,
according to Gordon, the assurance of God. "As prophet,
as priest, and as king, God is with him;" Gordon wrote,
"for God he speaks, for God he suffers, for God he rules. "244
The person of Christ could not be understood apart from his
work.
2. The Work of Christ
Two things, according to Gordon, were essential to
religion ,inlts highest form, to the Christian religion. One
was the sense of the fatherly love of God, and the other was
the answering sense on man’s part of filial love and obedience.
Jesus was unique as the way, the truth, and the life in the
light of these two necessities.
The failure of the church to create an adequate idea
of the meaning of redemption led to an impoverishment of its
insight into the nature of man and shallowness in its vision
of Jesus and God. God was severely critical of the orthodox
244. Gordon, UCF, 295.
245. Gordon, RAM, 8-9.
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theories of the atonement. He wrote*
What has been held to be the orthodox doctrine
of the atonement is the fabrication of incompetent
Intelligence; that is, of intelligence that has
never really seen the evangelical fact, 24^
Under the supremacy of the Augustlnian and Calvinistic concept-
ion of human nature the consciousness of sin tended to become
exclusive, and the task of Christian living was more and more
a lamentation over the inevitable defect of character and a
despair of goodness. Redemption was not, under that view, the
process whereby God educates his children and claims his own,
but the triumph of Almighty pity over sheer worthlessness.
It was the hardening of this overdone sense of depravity into
a dogma which blocked the truth that the morality of God in
Christ was the morality for mankind. "The truth has at last
prevailed," wrote Gordon, "and at this point Christian people
everywhere are under an immense debt to the great Unitarian
leaders.
"
24v He continued:
Not since the voice of Origen died away, and not
until the great voices of the nineteenth century began
to be heard above the perennial Babel, has there been
within the pale of orthodoxy the conception of a
redemption for humanity, ordained by the sincere purpose
of God, mediated by Jesus Christ, and held forth by the
institution that has borne his name. The humanity of
the Incarnation was discounted for fifteen centuries. 24fi
There was a whole world to be saved, and the plan of salvation
246. Gordon, NEF, 148.
247. Gordon, COT, 69.
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had to be adequate to the practical opportunity.
Gordon felt that there were two great affronts to the
mind of man. One was to affirm that God could not be known,
and the other was to affirm that God could be known directly.
The first affirmation confined vision to the temporal, and
the second granted a vision of the Eternal apart from the
temporal. “Both positions are not in accord with fact,"
249he wrote. Man is not confined to the temporal and he does
see God through the temporal, but not beyond it. "There is
ocrv
a vision of God, but the vision is indirect," he continued.
The truth of the Incarnation Gordon considered to be the
creative source of all theology, but he felt that it had never
been made to yield fully and logically its doctrine of God.
"What one must regret," he wrote, "in reading the history of
theological opinion is the absence of a truly Christian
conception of God. "^l it was upon Christ that Gordon
believed the human race must depend.
In the last analysis, the reason of this is that
Christ is not something external to humanity, but
first the true Incarnation of its eternal prototype
in the Godhead, and second the very divinity with
which its spirit is consubstantial. The coming of
Christ means the awakening of humanity to its ideal
and divine side; and his departure would signify
the abandonment by _ the race of sonship to the
Father in Heaven. 252
The first great work of Christ, according to Gordon,
was the presentation to mankind of an adequate conception of
249. Gordon, RAM, 65.
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God. He wrote:
The greatest thought that ever entered the mind of
man Is the thought of the God end Father of Jesus,
the Lord God of our fa there, the Eternal Mind inhabit-
ing and yet transcending the universe, the Infinite
Good Will that is the ground and hope of humanity,' '
The sublime faith that God and humanity are not aliens but
friends rested not upon a merely ideal basis, but upon the
historic fact of the Incarnation, the unique union of God
and man in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ. It would
have been too mighty a venture for the human race to call
the Absolute Being Father apart from the Sonship of Jesus
Christ, and Gordon considered it impossible to vindicate
the real eternal Fatherhood in the Godhead apart from the
union with eternal Sonship. "The essential kinship of
God and man is the heart of the Christian faith; 11 wrote
Gordon, "without this essential and endless kinship,
eternal good tidings there can be none.""'"'4 Jesus was
considered as the supreme being taken as God’s best work
in the world, and God was in turn judged by his best work.
Jesus represents the universe as eternally, by all
its forces and graces, wholly redemptive, and the joy
of God as consisting in the reconstitution of the
works of his hands from darkness to light and from
selfishness to love.^55
In the Fourth Gospel it was written that no man hath seen God,
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and that the only begotten Son declared Him. "Here the
vision of Jesus becomes the vision of God,” wrote Gordon/ 56
In Jesus Gordon saw God as the thinker, sympathizer, doer,
victor, and redeemer of men. "God's order in human life is
the ultimate reality," wrote Gordon, "Jesus as the Revealer
sets reality in the sunlight of hie teaching and his spirit
where it can be seen of all men," In Christ man finds
the knowledge of God and of humanity. "This is eternal
life," wrote Gordon, "the knowledge of God and humanity as
revealed in Christ. 1,258
The conception of God set before mankind by Jesus
Christ gave the one adequate assurance of the eternal love.
"Christ is God’s witness that God is for the human race," was
259Gordon's succinct way of putting it. ' Christ's greatest
service was his vision of God as the Father of the world, the
Father of mankind.
God Is the majesty of his compassion is in the power
of men, when in their weakness and suffering they appeal
to him. That is the great idea of God which Jesus
takes up into his life and which comes from his heart
as, ’Our Father, who art In heaven.' 260
The highest conception at which humanity had arrived, accord-
ing to Gordon, was the conception of Christ; the conception
261
of God followed that and was conditioned by it.
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The revelation of Christ was valuable not only
Godward, but also in the light that it cast upon human
life. The notion of inherited depravity was considered
by Gordon to be true, but one-sided. It needed to be
supplemented by the idea of inherited excellence. "The
historic stream is double," he write, "The First man is of
the earth earthy; the second man is of heaven. "262 According
to Christian teaching God did his utmost for mankind in the
gift of Christ. Commenting on the Parable of the Vineyard
(Mark 12:6ff) Gordon wrote:
Jesus here represents himself as being the last
and best God can do, his supreme single achievement.
He becomes therefore, the standard of human life,
the model for mankind. This uniqueness for the sake^
of universality Jesus is continually setting forth. 263
When men live sub specie aeternitati s they find in Jesus the
only adequate utterance of their thoughts, feeling, purposes
and hopes. He more than all and above all is the prophet of
the spiritual life of man in his pilgrimage through time.
"The historic Jesus," wrote Gordon, "is the revelation., of
the divine sonship in which men were chosen before the found-
ation of the world. "264
Creation was, according to Gordon, the movement of
the Infinite forth from himself into the particular worlds
of space and time. The history of reality was from the
eternal to the temporal. However, Gordon continued:
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The descent of Jesus Christ into time was availing
only as it became in his self-conscious soul an ascent
back to God. The fulness of his self-consciousness
at the Baptism would seem to mean this. Over the
path in which God had descended into his soul he
ascended into the soul of God.
The ascent to God through man received its highest expression
in Jesus Christ.
Not only did Jesus reveal the nature of God and the
nature of man, but he gave man a new outlook upon the world
of nature and the human world. Man' s view of nature was
necessarily anthropomorphic, but said Gordon, "Since the
advent of Jesus it has been, among all positive as opposed
to negative thinkers, Chris tomorphic, Indeed, Christ was
considered by Gordon to be the creator of the human world.
The worth of the individual, the reality of the
social union, the sanctity of home, the infinite
meaning of love, the eternal validity of our Ideas
of righteousness, freedom, and God, all the ultimate
realities of our human world are the creation of
Christ. We are born into his world; we wake and
sleep, work and rest, rejoice and weep, live and
die in it. 26^
Man was compelled to acknowledge that the secret molding
energy of the entire human civilization was the mind of
Christ. In Gordon's thought an adequate metaphysic of
Jesus had within it redemptive qualities as described
above. In a sermon entitled, "National Convalescence,"
he wrote:
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In my Judgment this nation needs the metaphysic of
Jesus to govern its intelligence, to give stability,
clearness, strength and self-possession to reason.
According to the essential message of Jesus the world
and the universe are grounded in mind and in will,
infinite mind, Infinite good will; according to Jesus,
human beings in their essence are mind and will,
capable of illuminated intellect, capable of great
character, capable of entering into great moral fellow-
ship with one another, and capable of entering into
communication with the Infinite Mind and eternal
Character. There is the metaphysic of Jesus. 2,38
Jesus was the great Revealer and his work was that of
leading the sould of men in the vast process of spiritual
experience. Christian experience was, according to Gordon,
Christian revelation, vision, love, obedience, life, light,
and joy.
The work of Christ was the creation of optimism. The
Christian conception of the Incarnation, clearly understood,
constantly entertained, and allowed free play over imagina-
tion and feeling, would, according to Gordon, annihilate all
opposing forms of thought, and create an optimism that
peg
nothing could exhaust. Jesus was absolutely sane. The
moral and rational were one in him. ’’The power of Jesus
over the mind is always," wrote Gordon, "in the interest of
sobriety and fidelity. "270 Christ disciplined men in
mental health.
Goodwill was a grace bestowed by the mind of Christ
268. Gordon, National Conva lescence
,
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reproduced in the mind of his disciples. "Goodwill is the
last and highest beatitude of God; goodwill is the final
grace of the Lord Jesus; goodwill is the ultimate and sure
test of Christian discipleship yesterday, today, and forever,"
p71
wrote Gordon. L
The moral power that men need for personal conduct,
domestic peace, national righteousness, and victorious
humanity has come from the Infinite in the form of the per-
sonality of Christ. He shows man the difference between the
human spirit and the human spirit obedient to the will of
God. "Man’s moral world is one thing;" wrote Gordon, "that
world aware of itself and obedient to the heavenly vision
is another. He enables men to distinguish between their
thoughts with God’s thoughts in them. The Sermon on the
Mount is such a showing. The builder upon the sand and
the builder upon the rock illustrated the distinction. The
Incarnation revived moral faith by its inspiring claim.
Gordon wrote:
Now, if the morality of Christ is a creation out
of his conscious sonship to the Eternal, if the
ideal that he holds before mankind has its source here,
if his example is unmeaning until one looks at the
filial soul behind it, one sees at once that only as
conscious sonship to God is elicited in every man can
he become a hopeful or even intelligent candidate for
the Christian life. The consciousness of the indestruct-
ible filial relation to the Infinite is the condition
without which an appreciation of Christian morality is
not even possible. If then the morality of Christ is
to be made available for the world, the consciousness
of sonship to God in which Christ lived, and out of
which his absolute moral example came, must be
271. Gordon, RAM, 135
272. Gordon, RAI, 8.
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universal.
The sense of amenableness to the ethics of Christ
was to Gordon so strong that nothing could obliterate it
except a new deluge of the old exclusive consciousness of
human sinfulness. "This is a righteous universe," he wrote,
"and there is no salvation to any soul, in any world, without
participation in the righteousness of God in Chris t.
Moral achievement in the heart of grave difficulty was the
law of the spirit in Jesus Christ. He wrote:
Christ’s salvation no man can add to. There is
but one salvation, and that is righteousness. No
man can get it in any world without an agony and
bloody sweat, and whoever is outside the moral
movement into the likeness of God in Christ, in
this world and in all other worlds, is outside
salvation. That man is in hell. 2?*
Man can increase in excellence In many ways, but it is done
"chiefly by living with the Lord Jesus Christ. '*276 The
imitation of Christ was, according to Gordon, the task of
humanity. The followers of Christ were those who sought to
become what he was. "His disciples," Gordon wrote, "are the
men who are trying to learn the art of right living from
him. "277
The work of Christ was not only the furnishing of a
remolding metaphysic, optimism, goodwill, and moral power
toward a righteousness like unto his own, but he provided a
273. Gordon, COT, 78-79.
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reproducible consciousness which would be salvation when it
was reproduced. Gordon wrote:
The value of Christ for the world may be said to
consist in the perfection of his religious consciousness..
It may mean that believer's sense of his Master's
presence. Here it signifies Christ as he is wrought
into the thought and feeling of the disciple; it stands
for the consciousness of the Christian,
The consciousness of Christ on the part of the disciple meant
the attempt to reproduce in the disciple the spiritual dis-
tinction of Jesus, the faith and love of the Lord. "The
translatableness of the mind of the Master into the mind of
the disciple," wrote Gordon, "is a cardinal truth of Christian
faith. "279 Unless it was translatable it would be inacessible.
It might still be a reality, but it would be a reality beyond
all possible experience and forever unknowable and hence value-
less in Christ's work. "The consciousness of Christ," wrote
Gordon, "is thus the sovereign object of Christian thought. 1,880
It meant the content of the soul of Jesus Christ in its relation
to his Father and in relation to man individual and social.
An account of how man achieves the mind or consciousness of
Christ was given above in the letter from Gordon to a Mr. Poole.
On another occasion Gordon wrote:
The history is the symbol; the knowledge of this
history is the method, and here there is room for
the transformation of popular study into scientific;
but the power without which the mind of Christ can
never be reached is moral sympathy, spiritual imagina-
tion, religious appreciation. Where the symbol and
278. Gordon, UCF, 281.
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the method and the power exist there the vision of
the soul of the Lord is found the supreme wonder,
the sublimest possession. 28^
Gordon did not look upon the crucifixion of Christ
as a sacrificial offering to God for the propitiation of sins.
He looked upon it as a disclosure of the love of God. He
wrote:
Here is the process of natural law at its blackest;
here is the reign of mechanism as a reign of terror;
and yet, in all history, is there any disclosure of
the Eternal love and pity so clear, so dear, so great
as this?282
In the suffering love of Christ was disclosed the eternal
sacrifice in the Godhead. In the cross of Jesus one could
discover the pity, righteousness, reconciliation, hope, and
passion for redemption in the heart of the Infinite. The
cross attested for Gordon the moral character of God. He
wrote:
What does this living and dying for others mean?
Is it not a hint, a foretoken, a dim anticipation
of Him who gave his life for humanity? Is it not
the shadow of his cross lying upon the whole domain
of creature existence? Is not the universal and
noble passion of parental love the cord by which
even the brute world ie bound to the heart of
God? 28 3
The redeeming passion of Jesus which carried him to his
cross was for Gordon the image of the redeeming passion of
God. "The sublimest thing in history," wrote Gordon, "is
Jesus and his redeeming passion. 1,284 Jesus came to seek
and save the lost, to redeem from sin to righteousness.
281. Gordon, UCF, 290.
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from moral slavery to moral freedom, from despair to joy.
Jesus the redeemer wss the representative of God the
redeemer. Redemption meant to Gordon the passion to
transform the mere capacity of another soul into a
shining actuality, and this very Impulse or passion leads
one to the assurance that the Being who gives that re-
deeming passion is in himself that redeeming passion in
its infinite strength.
Gordon believed that the supreme creative force in
the soul of man wss the character of Jesus, and In a wholly
incomparable way Jesus had the power to renew the desire
for life. "The divine soul of Jesus wrought within men,"
wrote Gordon, "the sense of soul. Here Christianity is
unique in human history. "285
The work of Christ was an atonement through love,
a reconciliation to God by the almightyness of character,
the character of God revealed in Jesus Christ. It was a
proclamation of peace in the name and strength of a moral
universe, and the personal eternal tenderness which was
the center of that moral universe. This Gordon believed
to be true to the heart of the Gospel and the heart of
human life. He wrote:
The simple basis of peace between the Infinite
Conscience and the dark and sinful conscience of
man is revealed once for all, with noonday clear-
ness, in the teaching of Jesus. That ground of
peace is the love of God, of whom Jesus in his
life and in his death Is the sovereign assurance. 286
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This atonement was for Gordon not less but infinitely more
than the historic discussions made it seem. The need of
man for reconciliation was universal, a human necessity.
There could be no reconciliation except on the basis of
good-will on the part of God. The plan of reconciliation
was in the Absolute Will, and the method of its expression
was in the absolute obedience and conscientious love of
Jesus Christ, and the manner of its operation was through
the demonstration of the apostolical succession of holy
lives. The Christian religion was, after all, the loving
kindness and tender mercy of God revealed in the world in
the teaching, ministry, life, death, and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. Gordon wrote, "We have a human God, one
whose highest attribute is not Justice, but kindness, not
supreme regard for law, but supreme concern for man. "287
Religion was for Gordon the highest friendship— friendship
with the Infinite.
"The truth is not a system of opinion;" wrote Gordon,
"it is a system of relations; and a man in them all that he
should be. M 288 Jesus was son, brother, teacher, friend,
citizen of Israel, servant of his people, prophet of God,
and In all his relations all that he should be. He was the
perfection of friendship and of truth in its final form.
The genuine friendship which existed between Christ and sinful
men brought those sinful men into the truth of his life, his
287. Gordon, TMG, 214.
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thought of them, and when he was gone they could never be
the same because of the vision they had beheld—
- the vision
of truth through his friendship. Gordon* s thought of re-
demption was far from the legalistic or mechanical. It
was the moral or educative view, the power of the ideal
over life.
The Gospel of Jesus is the sovereign version of
the summum bonum for man; when it gets a fair
chance, it has the wonder-working power of the
greatest music; it calls to what is universal in
man and he answers, and cannot but answer. Call
this determination, if you will, necessity, or any
other name to which unpleasant associations are
attached, but be it remembered that the appeal and
sovereignty of the highest good carry in them the
life and freedom for which man was made, and out-
side of which his life is slavery and misery. 289
Jesus, according to Gordon, consummates the desire and the
ideal of the ages in his vision of the kingdom of heaven.
He beholds a kingdom that has its origin in the will of
God, a kingdom that opens a way for man out of selfishness,
providing relief and oblivion from wild egoism, calling us
to share in the glory of the universal good, an ideal in the
presence of which man thinks his best, achieves his utmost,
lives at his being* s height, and dies with heroism and hope.
For the support of his work Jesus instituted two
sacraments, baptism and the Holy Communion. The first
marks the beginning of the Christian life, and the second
marks the law of its growth, "The two together," wrote
Gordon, "indicate that for the Christian the whole human
life is sacred. "290
289. Gordon, MER, 249-250
290. Gordon, NEF, 159.
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The work of Christ carries over into the Christian
doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Gordon wrote:
The doctrine of the Holy Spirit is the coming of the
life of the God and Father of Jesus Christ. God, as
He comes through the historic Christ, as He finds the
form of his coming through Christ, is the Holy Spirit
of our faith. The Christian idea of the Holy Spirit
is inseparable from the Christian thought of Christ. A
supreme historic character reveals the ineffable love
of God and continues the everlasting form of God for
the Christian mind, the channel along which God evermore
comes to the Christian heart, the atmosphere through
which God in his light and grace comes and lives in the
Christian life. 291
On another occasion Gordon wrote:
The religion of Jesus Christ is after all the religion
of the Holy Ghost. The church is the church of the risen
Lord; the church began in the consciousness of the risen
and reigning Christ. 292
The floods of assurance which flow over life from a
consciousness of Christ alive evermore wash away fear, bring
new life, the spirit of God in the heart of man. Christ is
the channel of the Holy Spirit proceeding from God, and
since Gordon held God to be an eternal society in Himself,
that Holy Spirit proceeded out of that society which included
Christ.
Gordon looked upon the Holy Spirit as the hope of the
Church in its growing awareness of God. In Relig i on and
Miracle Gordon wrote:
291. Gordon, "The Theological Problem for Today," The Outlook
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If we have the Holy Spirit, He will guide us into
all truth; he will recover to faith and life the truth
that the church from time to time may lose. Thinking,
believing, doing, living in the strength of the Holy
Ghost--*there is no hope save in that experience; and for
the soul and for the church in that experience there is
nothing but hope.
The divine life of Jesus is far away from us in time
and recedes with each generation, but Jesus remains © part of
the history of the human race as the supreme and abiding
memorial of man’s relationship to God. Man’s present experience,
filled with the consciousness of Christ, is the life of man in
the life of the Infinite— the experience of the Holy Spirit.
Manifestly the Holy Spirit was committed to man before
the birth of Christ. "The promise of the Holy Spirit to the
apostles and to the church is not something absolutely new,"
wrote Gordon, and added, "It Is a. new and final form of the
Eternal Presence with mankind. "294 The totality of Jesus
career comprises the final absolute form of the gift of the
Holy Spirit. In that sense it was new. The age of the Holy
Spirit was, for Gordon, the age of man, and the sphere of the
Holy Spirit's operation was entire humanity. Wrote Gordon:
Man as a spiritual being is constituted by the Holy
Spirit; his nature as man implies the constant presence
of the divine, and the total lapse of man from God
would be the fall Into brutehood. In the unity of the
Spirit—here is the great criterion. 295
293. Gordon, RAM, 156.
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The gift of the Holy Spirit was a universal gift, the Divine
decree Included all the children of men in a spirit of
infinite love made manifest in Jesus Christ. The meaning
of new birth, or regeneration, the work of Christ, was found
in the unity of the Holy Spirit. It was not a new endowment,
but a reenthronment of the moral ideal, invested with the
meaning of the life of Christ. "The fundamental trouble
with man," wrote Gordon, "is that he is not consistent with
himself; he is not living in accord with the plan of his
being." 29® The atonement must be a transaction of the
Spirit because God is a Spirit and man is made in his image.
Christ and the Holy Spirit are inseparable as they come into
the life of man. It is in Jesus that we see, and from a
consciousness of him that we appropriate, the Holy Spirit of
union with God.
296. Ibid.
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CHAPTER IV
GORDON'S RELATIONSHIPS TO JONATHAN EDWARDS AND OTHERS
This chapter will be devoted to a consideration of
the relationship of Gordon 1 s Christology to that of
Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758), and in a more brief manner
it will indicate Gordon’s relationships with Unitarianlsm
and Historical Liberalism,
Gordon was not content that America should have a
borrowed theology which would indicate that the nation was
either incapable or Indifferent theologically. Gordon
accepted as a starting point for the construction of an
adequate American liberal theology the fundamental proposit-
ion of America's great native teacher, Jonathan Edwards.
"This most original of the New England theologians and the most
powerful exponent of the Puritan faith has earned a place
among the world's great thinkers," wrote Fisher in his History
of Christian Doctrine
.
297 The fundamental proposition of
this great thinker, and the one Gordon accepted, was the
absolute sovereignty of God. Gordon wrote:
The one foundation upon which Edwards wished to
build was the absoluteness of God; and he has left
for his followers the principle which, if resolutely
employed, will insure both continuity and progress
in the thought and life of American Christianity. 298
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In his Christ of Today Gordon devoted the entire second
chapter to a fresh attempt to reach the absoluteness of
God through the finality for mankind of the mind of Christ.
Of the entire work he wrote, "However insignificant, the
present work is a true continuation of the theological
S
tradition which dates from our greatest theologian,
Jonathan Edwards. 1,299 It is proper then to add to a des-
cription of Gordon' s Christology a consideration of his
relationship to Jonathan Edwards, and to give particular
emphasis to their relationship beyond that given to
Gordon 1 s relationship to others.
A. Gordon and Edwards.
1. A Summary of Edwards's Theology,
The primary principle of Edwards's theology, the
absolute sovereignty of God, was for him not only a logical
principle, but a matter of mystical experience. In his
Personal Narrative
,
recounting his conversion, Edwards
wrote:
From my childhood up, my mind had been full of
objections against the doctrine of God's sovereignty
in choosing whom he would to eternal life and re-
jecting whom he pleased; leaving them eternally to
perish and be everlastingly tormented in hell. It
used to appear a very horrible doctrine to me. But
I remember the time very well when I seemed to be
convinced and fully satisfied as to this sovereignty
of God and hie sovereign pleasure. .. .My mind rested
in it and it put an end to all those cavils and
299. Gordon, COT, vlii,
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and objections. And there has been a wonderful
alteration in my mind with respect to the doctrine
of God's sovereignty from that day to this; that I
have scarce ever found so much as the rising of an
objection against it, in the most absolute sense,
in God 1 s showing mercy to whom he will show mercy
and in hardening whom he will. God 1 s absolute
sovereignty and justice with respect to salvation
and damnation is what my mind seems to rest assured
of as much as anything that I see with my eyes; at
least it is so at times* 300
Edwards experienced a mystic enjoyment of the excellence of
God to whom his heart went out in joy, and he ’wrote further
of "so sweet & sense of the glorious majesty and grace of
God," and "the sweet abstraction of the soul from the
concerns of this world. " Although rock-ribbed in his
logic Edwards was constantly seeking for himself and others
that "conversion" experience of the mystical and incomprehens-
ible divine glory.
This principle of God's absolute sovereignty found
expression in Edwards's youthful essay entitled Being
.
There
he proclaimed the existence of Being as eternal, infinite,
omnipresent, self-conscious—- a necessary and self-conscious
Being not dependent upon anything exterior to Himself. He
wrote, "He is a Being in everything determined by his own
counsel, having no other rule than his own wisdom. God
was absolute in wisdom and power; infinitely more than all
finite beings and creatures put together; and, of more
consequencee than the universe He created. The moral
300. Edwards, Works, I, 18-19
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sublimity of God in his incomparable love, righteousness,
and pity was to Edwards ultimately inexpressible. He
wrote:
It is fit that He who is absolutely perfect and
infinitely wise, and the fountain of all wisdom,
should determine everything by his own will, even
things of the greatest Importance, ?°3
A second major principle in Edwards's theological
system was the doctrine of election. God, absolutely self-
determining, free in will, and under no necessity of any
kind could choose to save^ or not to save, any man he
desired. God was under no compulsion, moral or otherwise,
to keep man from sinning. By God's decree, not that sin
should occur, but that a system should exist in which siirc
would occur, Adam sinned and all humanity became involved
in that sin. More will be said of sin below. God has the
absolute right of unconditioned sovereignty to decide as
He pleases about the deliverance of man from sin. "If He
chooses to redeem any, His sovereignty is Involved in His
freedom to take whom He pleases, and to leave whom He
304
pleases to perish," wrote Edwards.
Augustine and Calvin had left the issue there with
the world divided Into the elect and non-elect. Here
Edwards introduced a modification, but not without precise
logic. The immanent, as well as transcendent, efficient
deity included everything within the range of His activity.
Two kinds of grace, special and common, were extended by God.
303. Edwards, Works, III, 506,
304. Op. Clt.
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Special grace brought salvation to the elect. Common grace
undergirded the non-elect in the performance of their every-
day moral duties. Common grace did not save, but it did make
the situation freer for the operation of special grace. The
special grace proceeded directly and immediately from the
inmost essence of God. When this special grace came upon
the natural man it changed the nature of his soul so that
it partook of the divine nature. It was an irresistible
grace. The action of God's grace was, in Edwards's view,
involved in the achievement of true virtue. Man was wholly
given to self-love. True virtue was benevolence. Grace
bridged the gap. Edwards declared without compromise that
^05
when men become virtuous God does all, that men do nothing. 0
A third point in Edwards's theology may be described
as the doctrine of the total depravity. This is the doctrine
that man "is wholly under the power of sin, and utterly
unable, without the interposition of sovereign grace... to do
anything that is truly good. Edwards's great work on
the Freedom of the Will established this doctrine as a part
of his system of thought. The entire argument rested upon the
conception of cause which he defined stating:
Therefore I sometimes use the word cause in this
Inajiiry, to signify any antecedent, either natural
or moral, positive or negative, on which an Event, a
thing, or the manner and circumstance of a thing so
depends, that it is the ground and reason, either in
305. Edwards, Works, II, 463. (Edwards's attack on Taylor)
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,
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whole or in part, why It is, rather than not;
or why it is as it is, rather than otherwise;
or in other words, any antecedent with which
a consequent event is so connected that it
truly belongs to the reason why the proposition
which affirms that Event, is true; whether it
has any positive Influence or not. And In
agreeableness to this, I sometimes use the word
effect for the consequence of another thing,
which is perhaps rather an occasion than a
cause, most properly speaking. 307
Every event in the realm of the mind had, for Edwards, an
antecedent cause. The will acted as a result of an anteced-
ent, and the causal relationship was Inescapable. Adam,
according to Edwards, had no power of contrary choice.
Something of an unresolved ambiguity appears in Edwards at
this point. A motive was considered to be a cause deter-
mining the will. The question might be asked, Is the
motive an occasion upon which the will acts, or Is it an
efficient cause operating upon the will? Edwards appears
to have conceived of the will as wholly passive.
In addition to dividing the matter of causes Edwards
likewise divided the mind Into understanding and the will.
As he used the term "inclination" another ambiguity was
introduced. Inclination might mean the will being necessary,
or it might mean the understanding subject to causal anteced-
ents.
In summation It may be said that for Edwards motives
were causative, that is, had positive efficient causation.
307. Edwards, Works, II, 26-27
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The will was determined by the motive which it actually
followed. However, the motive bad an attractive power.
The prevailing motive was, hence, an apparent good. "The
will always is, as the greatest apparent good," wrote
308
Edwards.
This leaves the question of the point at which
responsibility enters. Man had responsibility for what he
could not do, according to Edwards, on the basis of a
distinction between natural and moral ability. Natural
ability arises from causes, and moral ability arises from
motives. Natural ability is the power to do the thing man
wills. Man might lack moral ability, but on the basis of
natural ability he had responsibility. The matter of guilt
did not pertain to causes, but to acts. Virtue and vice
consist in the nature of the act, and not in the origin of
the act. Man was considered to be, and according to Edwards
was, depraved and subject to condemnation, not through the
causal influence of Adam, but rather because he acted as a
member of a federation under Adam. Man was free to follow
evil, but not to change or overcome it. Adam was a federal
head of humanity, his sin was imputed, the corruption of
the Adamic nature was visited upon mankind, and actual sin
existed in consequence. Man was as Adam, wholly depraved.
God did not Infuse this sin, but simply withheld the gracious
Influences which could prevent it.
308. Edwards, Works, II, 48
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Since man was depraved he raged against God and was
the pariah of the universe. Man was wholly selfish accord-
ing to Edwards. The punishment to be meted out to sin was to
be measured by the excellence of which sin was the denial.
God was of infinite excellence, and denial of His excellence
was therefore infinitely sinful and merited infinite punish-
ment. As a perfectly just judge God could not decree other-
wise. Man must receive the doom of eternal damnation. In
his sermon entitled The Justice of God in the Damnation o f
Sinners Edwards wrote, "So that sin against God, being a
violation of infinite obligations, must be a crime infinitely
heinous, and so deserving of infinite punishment."' 09
This brief and incomplete summary of Edward's theology
brings us to the main consideration—his Christology.
2. Jonathan Edwards's Christology
That the theology of Jonathan Edwards is first to
last a theocentric system in which Christ plays only a
secondary role becomes evident in the treatise entitled
God's La st End in the Creation. God' s providence is manifested
for His name's sake, and God's name's sake is simply His own
sake, and His name is identical with His glory. Edwards
wrote, "I might observe that the phrase the glory of God is
sometimes manifestly used to signify the second person of
the Trinity. B,jt it is not necessary at this time to consider
309. Edwards, Works, IV, 228
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31 Othat matter." He passes over the fact that while In
the Old Testament the glory of God is In Himself, in the
New Testament that glory is in Christ.
There is from Edwards's pen one great sermon on
the person of Jesus Christ entitled The Excellency of
Chris t. In It he points out In detail the admirable con-
junction of diverse excellencies which appear in the per-
son of Christ. He wrote:
Christ is the Creator and great possessor of
heaven and earth; He is the sovereign Lord of all:
He rules over the whole universe, and doth whatsoever
pleaseth Him: His knowledge is without bound: His
wisdom is perfect, and what none can circumvent; His
power is infinite and none can resist Him: His riches
are immense and inexhaustible: His majesty is in-
finitely awful.
And yet He is one of infinite condescension,
are so low or Inferior, but Christ's condescens^.
sufficient to take a gracious notice of them. 3-^
None
on is
In Christ there is justice and grace, as Judge he will not
acquit the wicked, but He is Infinitely merciful. In Christ
there meet infinite glory and humility, majesty and meekness,
reverence toward God and equality with God, worthiness of
good and patience under suffering, obedience and dominion,
310. Edwards, Works, II, 237.
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sovereignty and perfect resignation, self-sufficiency and
entire trust and reliance upon God. Edwards wrote:
Though he is the just Judge of a sinful world, yet
he is also the Saviour of the world. Though he be a
consuming fire to sin, yet he is the light and life
of sinners. 313
The conjunction of all these excellencies appeared in the
manner of his birth, In his youth when he attended the
Temple services, and throughout his public ministry. His
offering of himself as a sacrifice for sinners in his last
suffering is the climax. There in his greatest humiliation
his holiness shone forth. In his customary fashion Edwards
turned from his principles to an application of them, and in
this instance the application Involved the work of Christ.
That matter will be considered below.
Christ is certainly, according to Edwards, the second
person of the Trinity. As a result of Cod’ s thinking the
Deity is generated and a second person is begotten, infinite,
eternal, almighty, most holy, and the same God, of the very
same divine nature. Wrote Edwards:
And this person is the second person of the Trinity,
the only begotten and dearly beloved Son of God; he is
the Eternal, necessary, Perfect, substantial and Per-
sonal Idea which God hath of Himself; and that it is so
seems to me to be abundantly confirmed by the word of
God. 314
The doctrine of the pre-existence is clearly imbedded in the
conception of the Trinity held by Edwards.
313. Edwards, Works, IV, 185.
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While Edwards did give considerable notice to the
person of Christ he frequently turned aside at the very
point where the spirit of Christ might have illumined him
regarding the nature of God. Never does he allow the Jesus
of history to be determinative factor in his consideration
of God's person. In almost every instance Edwards turns
instead to the problem of Christ's work and the doctrine of
original sin or total depravity.
The work of Christ is succinctly stated in one
expression, "There is no name given under heaven, among men,
whereby we can be saved, but that of Christ. Totally
depraved man was entirely dependent upon Christ for all hope
of salvation. In his work entitled The Work of Redemption
Edwards traced out the work that God carries on from the fall
of man to the end of the world. Christ was made incarnate
for three reasons. First, to answer the law that nature to
which the law was given should obey the law. Second, to
fulfill the law that that nature which sinned should die.
And, third, that the world which was the stage of the fall
might be also the stage of redemption.'" The act of redempt-
ion was a purchase. "During the time of Christ's humiliation,
from his Incarnation to his resurrection, the purchase of
315. Edwards, Works, IV, 423.
316. Op. Clt.
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redemption was madej'^l? But Edwards continued:
All is done by the price Christ laid down. But
the price that Christ laid down did two things; it
paid the debt, and so it satisfied: by its Intrinsic
value, and by the agreement between the Father and
the Son, it procured a title to us for happiness,
and so it merits. 318
This then is the well known "Satisfaction Theory" of the
atonement. Christ came to honor the law and to save men.
He is the second federal head as Adam was the first.
Edwards wrote:
But now Christ, by subjecting himself to the law,
and obeying it, has done grest honor to the Isw, and
to the authority of the God who gave it.
Man appropriates the work of Christ unto himself
through union with Christ, Of this Edwards wrote:
It is certain that there is some union or relation
that the people of Christ stand in to him, that is
expressed in Scripture, from time to time, by being
in Christ, and is frequently by those metaphors of
being members in Christ, or being united to him as
members to the head, and branches to the stock, and
is compared to a marriage union between husband and
wife. I do not now pretend to determine of what
sort this union is; nor is it necessary to my present
purpose to enter into any manner of disoute about it.
If any is disgusted with the word union
,
as obscure
and unintelligible, the word relation equally serves my
purpose. 320
In any case Edwards regarded this union as the ground of rights
to Christ's benefits. In his sermon entitled Justification
317. Edwards, Works, I, 396.
316. Ibid.
,
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by Faith Alone Edwards wrote, "Faith is the soul's active
uniting with Christ. "221
At this point it appears that Edwards has deserted
his doctrine of election. However, when he says, "For
Christ to reject one that comes to him would be to frustrate
all the great things which you have heard that G-od brought
to pass from the fall of man to the incarnation of Christ, "322
he has not told the whole story. He spoke of the "union or
relation that the people of Chrl st stand in to him," and
in his sermon on Sat i sfac t ion for Sin he wrote, "Christ’s love
then brought his elect infinitely near to him in that great
act and suffering wherein he especially stood for them. "°23
Christ's satisfaction for sin, or purchase of redemption, was
made for those who received special grace. In his sermon on
The Excellence of Chris t, noted above, Edwards wrote:
Christ has brought it to pass that those that the
Father has given should be brought into the household
of G-od; that he and hie Father, and his people, should
be as it were, one society, one family; that the church
should be as it were admitted into the society of the
blessed Trinity. 324
In the light of the foregoing passage Edwards's words
of exhortation to accept Christ appear odd. He preached:
Let the consideration of this wonderful meeting of
diverse excellencies in Christ induce you to accept
321. Edwards, Works, IV, 71.
322. Op. Clt.
,
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him, and close with him as your Saviour. ... Fallen man
ie a mean, despicable creature, a contemptible worm;
but Christ who has undertaken for us is infinitely
honorable and holy.... We have dreadfully provoked God,
but Christ has performed that righteousness and is
infinitely precious in God’s eyes. 325
Always and everywhere Edwards maintained the absolute
sovereignty of God, and man's absolute dependence upon God
for all goodness and salvation.
In his treatise on Religious Affections Edwards
wrote, "The essence of true religion lies in holy love. "^26
Toward the conclusion of that same work he explained why
gracious affections have such a tendency and effect toward
Christian living. He wrote:
The reason of it appears from this, that gracious
affections do arise from those operations and influences
which are spiritual, and that the inward principle
from whence they flow, is something divine, a communi-
cation of God, a participation of the divine nature,
Christ living in the heart, the Holy Spirit dwelling
there, in union with the faculties of the soul, as an
internal vital principle, exerting its own proper
nature in the exercise of those faculties. ... In the
heart where Christ savingly is, there he lives, and
exerts himself after the power of that endless life
that he received at his resurrection. 7 ^ 7
As this discussion of Edwards's theology and Christ-
ology commenced with an account of his experience of the
absolute sovereignty of God so also it may well close with
his account of his religious experience of Christ. Edwards
was, after all, a mystic. The account is again found in his
Personal Narrative:
325. Edwards, Works, IV, 193.
326. Op. Cit.
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Once as I rode out into the woods for my health In
1737, having alighted from my horse in a retired place,
as my manner commonly has been, to walk for divine
contemplation and prayer, I had a view that was for me
extraordinary, of the glory of the Son of God, as
Mediator between God and man, and his wonderful, great,
full, pure and sweet grace and love, and meek and
gentle condescension. This grace that appeared so
calm and sweet, appeared also great above the heavens.
The person of Christ appear Ineffably excellent with
an excellency great enough to swallow up all thought
and conception. .. which continued as near as I can judge,
about an hour; which kept me the greater part of the
time in a flood of tears, and weeping aloud, I felt an
ardency of soul to be, what I know not otherwise how
to express, emptied and annihilated; to lie in the dust,
and to be full of Christ alone; to love him with a holy
and pure love; to trust in him; to live upon him; to
serve and follow him; and to be perfectly sanctified
and made pure, with a divine and heavenly purity. I
have, several other times, had views much of the same
nature, and which have had the same effect. 328
3. Gordon's Relationship to Edwards.
Gordon wrote of Edwards that “in compass, in depth,
in fertility of rational device, and above all in speculative
genius they (Taylor and Park) are not to be mentioned by the
side of Edwards. “329 Gordon was, in that statement, insisting
upon the preeminence of Edwards among the New England theologi-
ans. Gordon went on to say;
In his published writings Edwards occasionally
forgets the traditional system and goes forth in the
great quest of truth. His essays on 'The Will, 1 ’The
Nature of Virtue," 'The End for which God Made the
World, 1 and 'Religious Affections' are untrammeled
discussions. They are related logically to what in
328. Edwards, Works, I, 24-25
329. Gordon, HNET
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Edwards is deepest and most truly his own— his
conception of the absolutely perfect God— and
they succeed or fail. according to their fidelity
or infidelity to that conception. Edwards's size
and passion win even for his errors a kind of
consecration; while his occasional free movement
in the pure vision of truth, out beyond the
boundaries of tradition, marks him as unique in
his school. 330
Gordon had respect for Edwards's confidence in metaphysical
reasoning and considered it to be magnificent and wholly
sound. However, Gordon wrote, "As a whole Edwards is
77 ]incredible."'' There were some important points of agree-
ment between them, but Gordon would not accept the Calvin-
istic system as a frame of theology,
Gordon accepted Edwards's proposition of the
absolute sovereignty of God. Gordon wrote, "The absoluteness
of God is the heart of Edwards's thinking. It is this that
makes him great, it is this that gives him a high and enduring
fascination. "332 He said the same thing obliquely in his
work Religion and Miracle :
Edwards is more and more engaging profound
minds, not so much on account of his scheme of
doctrine, as on account of the depths and
splendor of his great religious experience. 1 ''
That estatic moment brought Edwards the conviction that God
was the absolute sovereign God of love. Gordon, however,
330. Gordon, HNET
,
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331. George A. Gordon, "The Significance of Edwards Today,"
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saw that Edwards’s experience was not a controlling factor
over his thought, and Gordon wrote, "His vision is of a
God absolute in love, and yet that vision in no fundamental
sense rules the evolution of his thought." -'534 On the
absoluteness of God, disregarding for the moment the moral
character of God, Gordon and Edwards agreed, Gordon wrote,
"God is the absolute ultimate, the ground of man's world, the
life of it and the hope of it. "325
A second point upon which Gordon agreed with Edwards
was the general conception of the Trinity. They both held
a social view of the nature of God rather than a solitary
one. Gordon felt that the recognition that the worth of the
universe was ultimately its worth for God was a note of per-
manent value in Edwards. "Edwards finds the final value of
'Z
creation in its value for God," wrote Gordon. v But from
this fundamental proposition each went his own way. Edwards
was willing to include the saved elect in the fellowship of
the blessed Trinity, but Gordon wished to include the entire
universe in it. Gordon discussed the work of Hugo Munsterberg
on The Eternal Value s against this background in his own work
on Religion and Miracle
.
There he concluded that the highest
values of man correspond to the eternal values of God, and
337that that is the eternal gospel.’''
334. Gordon, HNET
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Sensing the Incompleteness of Edwards's view of
the Trinity A. V. G. Allen wrote:
But his treatment of the doctrine of the Trinity,
great as it beauty and value in some respects, still
remains incomplete. He does not emphasize the Eternal
Sonship of Christ, nor does this truth find anywhere
in his works an adequate expression. His thought
revolved around God in His sovereignty, or the Holy
Spirit who sanctifieth all the people of God. In the
Sonship of Christ is involved humanity with its
interests and destiny. But as humanity in Itself and
as a whole possessed no importance in his eyes, so Christ,
who is Its head, fills no conspicuous place in his
theology. The truth of the Incarnation was weakened,
if not neturalized, by the tenets of original sin and
predestination. ^38
Gordon seems to have agreed with his friend Alien upon this
point.
A third point of general agreement was upon the role
of faith in religious experience. Edwards, as noted above,
held that faith was the soul's active uniting with Christ.
Gordon conceived of faith as belief waiting for complete
attestation in the conduct of life, and always a matter of
action. Likewise they agreed upon the effect of gracious
affections in Christian living. The passage from Edwards* s
Religiou s Affection cited above has the ring of Gordon's
"consciousness of the mind of Christ" in It.'540 It should
be noted that Religious Affections
,
together with The Natu re
of True Vi rtue and Freedom of the Will
,
constitute according
to Gordon, the areas of Edwards's originality outside his
338. Allen, JE, 376.
339. Gordon, UGF, 44-45.
340. Cf. ante,
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system.
There was agreement between Gordon and Edwards on
three main points— the absolute sovereignty of God, the
Trinitarian nature of God, and the role of faith in re-
ligious experience. Gordon wrote, "There is in Edwards
no radical reorganization of theology; there is, however,
the basis of it." 341 Gordon attempted that radical re-
organization on the basis of three points of agreement.
Gordon's reorganization indicates his awareness of four
major defects in Edwards's system, as well as that of the
New England theologians as a whole.
The first great defect and weakness of the Edwardian
system was the defect of method. It was deductive rather
than inductive. Gordon wrote of that Edwardian system,
"It arises out of no face-to-face contact with the problem
of man's existence; it never occurs to it to interrogate the
vast and tragic reality at first hand. " 34:3 Edwards and his
fellow thinkers were not seers, but mere expounders and
advocates. They made little or no use of the historic Jesus,
and for the most part religious experience was simply a
confirmation, and not a source of theology. Gordon wrote,
"The schemes of Augustine and Calvin and Edwards, and their
descendants, lineal and collateral, are no longer adequate
for anyone who thinks with the facts before him". 343 This
341. Gordon, UCF, 67.
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was not Intended as an Insult, but as a statement of the
sober face that new truths had been discovered and ancient
creeds outworn. Only a new and different methodology could
provide an adequate theology.
The second defect and weakness was a logical defect.
Gordon considered it to be the fatal contradiction in the
Edwardian system. He wrote, "According to this scheme the
world was made by God, and yet the world in its misfortune
and misery was condemned by God as if it had made itself . " 344
When any good was found it was argued that it was due to God*
and when moral evil or misery were found it was argues that
they were due to man and his abuse of freedom. If the divine
decree did not include the fall of man, then the world broke
from the Divine control and was triumphant against God. If
the Divine decree did include the fall and all the events of
history, then men were obliged to read the character of God
from that history, and His absolute sovereign love might
readily be questioned. The logical shoals on which the
system went aground are well marked on theological charts
under the title of "theodicy". Edwards did not succeed here.
A third defect follows close upon this second one.
It is the great structural defect. Edwards* 6 conception of
344. Gordon, HNET
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God, and Indeed his entire theological system, was govern-
mental rather than parental. God was the Just Judge, the
moral Governor, but never the heavenly Father. Wrote Gordon,
"The atonement in all its phases of presentation was as nearly
destitute of ethical value as anything could well be. "345
The system was legal, forensic, and mechanical at the very
point where it should have been life, spirit, and light.
A fourth weakness and defect, one which involves the
first three, is the moral defect. The methodology of
Edwards was morally wrong in its lack of candor and frankness.
Experiences were sacrificed for the sake of system. The
logical defect involved in the fatal contradiction wrecked
confidence in the moral character of God. Universal pre-
destination and partial redemption; the racial need of re-
demption and the partial response of God in the gift of
special grace; the partial bestowment of the Holy Spirit
and the universality of the atoning act; in view of these
inconsistencies the moral nature of the universe as a whole
and God In particular was undermined. Gordon wrote, "The
wonder is not that the scheme eventually collapsed, but
that it endured so long. "346 The structural defect reduced
morality to law, and there was never a glimpse into the law
of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus. The Chrlstology of
Edwards was absorbed with concern for the propitiation of
345. Gordon, HNET
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sins. It completely missed the moral and ethical implications
of such a sacrificial system. Gordon observed that the idea
of Christ's sacrifice would perhaps never have gained a hold
upon the Christian mind had it not been set in the sacrificial
347language of the people of Israel. Gordon wrote also, "The
historic forms of the atonement are a chapter in religious
pathology; they have a great and a pathetic human interest. "348
The fundamental difference between Gordon and Edwards
lies in the matter of Christology. Gordon emphasized the
Incarnation as the completion of eternal purpose, but Edwards
subordinated the Incarnation to the doctrine of the atonement.
Both laid stress upon union with Christ. For Gordon union
with Christ, the consciousness of the mind of Christ, was
salvation. For Edwards union with Christ made possible
salvation if God in his sovereign will chose to elect the
sinner. For Edwards Christ's mission is remedial, and had there
been no sin there would have been no need for Christ.
It was Gordon's aim to universalize Edwards and the
Edwardian School of New England Theology. In his autobiography
Gordon wrote:
I well remember the day when the insight came to me,
that what New England theology, historic theology, needed
to save its life, and all the precious things bound up
with its life, was to universalize it, from the Being of
God to the first and last human being in time, and
through the whole process of its thought. 349
347. Gordon, HNET
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Gordon believed that the absolute sovereignty of God lay
in the absolute sovereignty of character. "The character
of God is the life of the Christian religion;" he wrote,
"the character of God must be saved, whatever in thoughts
of men may be lost or changed. 1,350 The will of God was a
will of creative love which no lapse or sin of man could
change, a will forever on the side of humanity, and as
Judge God was under the bonds of his nature to exercise
eternal righteous judgment inspiring awe and hope, God
was eternally redemptive in Hie love, and if life on this
earth was not long enough then the redemptive drama must be
eternally extended. That redemption of God was an act of
deliverance of mankind into the liberty of the sons of God.
Sin, no matter whence it came, was for Gordon always tragic,
and always the object of God's concern. Whatever degree of
depravity might be ascribed to man by theologians, according
to Gordon, man was of infinite worth to God. The universaliza-
tion of Edwards meant for Gordon the meeting of the highest
metaphysics and the highest ethics. He wrote:
Metaphysics and ethics thus meet in mutual eternal
support; the highest metaphysics, the loving Being of
God, becomes the highest ethics, love as the sovereign
good, and the highest ethics, love as man's need and
good becomes the ultimate truth of the universe, the^ _
eternal good will of God to all sould in all worlds. 1 ' ' 1
350. Gordon, MER, 252
351. Ibid.
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The key to it all lay in Gordon’ s Christology. He asserted
the ideal Sonship of Jesus to his Father, and in the light
of the special incarnation of God in Christ the universal
sonship of man to God became a living reality in the
Christian faith.
B. Gordon and Unitarianism
Gordon was always on good terms with the Unitarians.
He acknowledged the superior quality of such religious leaders.
as William Ellery Channing, James Martineau, and Theodore
Parker. However, he disavowed the Unitarian position on two
points. First of all Gordon maintained the social nature
of God's person which the doctrine of the Trinity sought to
describe. Second, he felt that Jesus was more than simply
human. Speaking at the Unitarian Club in Boston Gordon said:
My profound conviction, which I dare utter here
tonight because you have honored my by asking me to do
it, is that it is absolutely impossible if I believe
in the integrity of the records which give His life, for
me to classify Jesus simply as a man.''52
Gordon' s concern over the supreme significance of an adequate
Christology in man's approach to God forever separated him
from the Unitarians.
Gordon admired that Unitarianism had contributed
352. George A. Gordon, "Gordon at the Unitarian Club," (a
report of his speech), CongrepatIona list , LXXVI: Dec. 24,
1891, 52.
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to an adequate theology and wrote of it:
Against a Trlnl tarlanism that was trithelsm, in
opposition to a view of the Person of Christ that
slighted his humanity and dishonored the Eternal
Father, in the face of opinions that made history
godless and terrible; that construed salvation as
outward, forensic, and mechanical; that regarded
religion as alien to the nature of man, at war with
the intellectual and moral wealth of the world, and
that turned it into a provincial and deformed thing,
—
the Unitarian orotest was wholesome, magnificent,
providential. 353
However, Gordon felt that the day of protest was over and
that it was time for Unitarianism to contemplate some kind
of an honorable return, or else "it must engage in a serious
meditation with death. "354
That there was already an intermingling of the Unit-
arian and Trinitarian positions was evident to Gordon, and
he wrote of it:
It has become obvious to competent judges in all
denominations that Unitarianism, in the hands of
Charming and his successors, rediscovered the Christ-
ian doctrine of man. This is a service for which
immortal thanks are due; and is generally the way in
cases of this kind, the thanks are expressed by silent
appropriation on the part of all enlightened religious
bodies of the idea thus rediscovered, and with no
recognition, but with even aversion for the rediscoverers.
To be sure, the Unitarians were quick to follow with a
similar device. They took over into their body of
thought, without acknowledgement and without reasoned
insight, the heart of Trinitarianism theology; they put
into God the Father the content of character and pity
found in the second person of the Trinitarian faith;
they gave what they had taken, a new name and nothing
more. v
On another occasion he wrote:
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The truth is we have stolen, the anthropology of
the Unitarians, and they have stolen the essential
theology of the Trinitarians, and thus far neither
we nor they have had the courage to acknowledge the
theft. 356
Gordon felt that Unitarianisra complimented Trinit-
arianism by furnishing needed emphases upon faith in a
social humanity, man as the inalienable child of God, and
the universal Incarnation in mankind in virtue of which man
is man with the impulse of the Eternal in his heart.
C. Gordon and Historical Liberalism
"Paul and John, Origen and Augustine, Luther and
Edwards, Maurice and Bushnell, Ghanning and Brooks surely
were among the greatest in their religious endowment," wrote
Gordon. That he should make such a list indicates the
line of thought which Gordon followed. Each of those named
was a liberal, or at least progressive, thinker in his own
day.
Gordon gave more credit to Horace Bushnell than to
any other man for putting a new spirit into New England
Congregationalism and its developing liberalism. "Bushnell
was a religious genius of a type that gave him access to the
New England mind, and in him there was no serious break with
the past," wrote Gordon.''’ William Warren Sweet, the noted
356. Gordon, UCF, 373.
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historian of the American religious story, has written:
The Bushnell emphasis, as might be expected, produced
a whole galaxy of followers, many of them some of
America 1 s greatest preachers— Theodore T. Munger,
George A. Gordon, Phillips Brooks, Washington Gladden,
Newman Smyth, to name only a few among a much larger
number who belong in this noble company. 359
Gordon was likewise a strong supporter of Henry
Ward Beecher, and he wrote, "In my judgment he was the greatest
preacher for the people of America that the nation has pro-
duced. "^o0
The Broad Church party in the Church of England was
a movement of historical liberalism that strongly influenced
Gordon. He felt that so long as it was under the leadership
and influence of Maurice It stood for the highest things in
the faith of all Christians. He wrote, "Its philosophy of
Christianity and Christian institutions Is the deepest in the
English tongue. "361. Gordon counted it a positive, inclusive,
world-enriching movement full of light and heat at the same
time.
Principal Fairbairn's treatise entitled The Place of
Christ in Modern Theology Gordon called "that mine of learning,
masterly historical generalization. "362 He was profoundly
moved by its broad outlines, and had high admiration for
Fairbairn who had spent eight days in Gordon's home as a
359. Sweet, ACI, 63-64.
360. Gordon, "Henry Ward Beecher— An Estimate," Congregationalist
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guest in the year 1899,
While Gordon was not a Biblical scholar in the
scientific sense he relied upon the higher critics and
supported them in their struggle for freedom. He wrote,
"The greatest service of the higher criticism is that it
forces the believer from the Bible to Christ, " Sweet
has pointed out that Gordon’s was primarily a teaching
ministry of high scholarship. Sweet wrote:
At the Old South Church in Boston was George A.
Gordon (1884-1929)
,
a philosopher who knew how to
preach, and a theologian with religious insight and
fervor. Pre-eminently a teaching ministry, his
appeal was primarily to thoughtful people, and he
erercised a large influence upon other ministers,
Gordon was always sware of current philosophical
movements. He was always ready to appropriate new ideas,
but at the same time his criticisms of the failures and
errors he observed were penetrating. He considered Hegel
to be the greatest of the modern philosophers, but held
that the fatal objection to Hegel was the fact that the
philosophical system was primary and Christianity only
secondary,' Philosophy was, for Gordon, the servant of
man in the search for God, ultimate reality. He described
Santayana as a new edition of Hume, and said of Pure
Phenomenalism, "It is the prettiest, daintiest, and in
365. Gordon, MER, 271.
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its implications the deadliest form of materialism.
"
36? He
wrote in comment upon F. H. Bradley’s work Appearance and
Reality, "Here Bradley is but a nineteenth century Spinoza." 36®
Such was the flavor of Gordon’s terse criticism.
Gordon considered himself a supporter of humanistic
theism as opposed to deistic theism. Writing of himself as
standing in the line of descent from the New England divines
Gordon said:
His theism is social theism; he is an out-and-out
Trinitarian; at the same time he is moved to confess
that he does not find himself in a multitude that no
man can number, 369
Gordon's last publication was a review of Walter Lippmann'
s
book, A Pre face to Morals. In that book Lippmann moved
from a humanistic basis to atheistic conclusions which were
quite the opposite of Gordon’ s conclusions reached upon the
same presupposition. Gordon's final thrust at a view which
turned from the sovereignty of God revealed in Jesus Christ
was, "In a word, Mr. Lippmann' s analysis is the work not so
much of his intellect as of his vivid, morbid, and unaccept-
able imagination.
"
3?0 Gordon had written:
This phenomenal world is our surest path to the
Eternal. We have no means of getting at what is
except through what appears; and the highest appear-
ance is the highest revelation of the hidden reality.
Contempt for man' s world is contempt for the world of
the highest man, Jesus of Nazareth, and contempt for his
367. Gordon, RAM, 190.
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world is contempt for the Eternal, if the Eternal
has equal worth. The phenomenal world is all we
have; nor is it a world isolated, vagrant, and
desolate. The Eternal is its refuge, and under-
neath it are the everlasting arme.^i
Gordon had found in Jesus Christ the vision of
God as the infinite compassionate love, maker and father of
men; the vision of man as the child of the Eternal, fitted
in life to reproduce the dear and just love of God; and the
vision of Jesus verified these first two.
371. Gordon, HNET, 104-105.



CONCLUSIONS
George Angier Gordon’s Christology was the result of
his creative thought under the Impact of five major Influence
His family inheritance, Bangor Theological Seminary, Harvard
University, Frederick Denison Maurice, and his own Hellenic
studies were influential upon him.
Two great experiences marked the process of his
creative thought. The first of these was the experience in
Appleton Chapel at Harvard College when it became clear to
him that life is central and supreme, the judge from whom
there is no appeal of verdict. The second great experience,
the date and place of which he had not recorded, was the
insight that what historic theology needed for Its salvation
was to be universalized through the whole process of its
thought from the Being of God to the last human being in time
Gordon’s method of procedure was inductive reasoning
from a philosophical Idea embodied in Jesus. That Idea was
that Jesus was sent on a mission of love from God to all man-
kind. The ultimate standard was the Infinite as revealed by
Jesus Christ.
The source of Gordon's Christology was not In the
outworn systems of an earlier day, but in the mind of Christ.
The mind of Christ was imperfectly preserved in the records,
often distorted by pious sould in the historic process of
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transmission, but possible of reproduction with a large
degree of purity by profound meditation upon the records,
history, and meaning of Christ. Moral sympathy, spiritual
imagination, and religious insight were necessary. Disciple-
ship must precede apostleship, or the construction of a
Christology.
Gordon saw Christ first as the perfect man. Christ
was unique in that perfection and original in the quality of
his character. He was the highest human nature, the ineffable
loveliness, positive in his action toward righteousness, the
lover of men, their judge, and supreme teacher. He was an
exception to the law of sin, and on that basis of moral worth
credible as an exception to the law of death.
More than merely man, Gordon saw Christ as the Ideal.
The ideal is always unique and universal. The ideal required
an explanation deeper than history, and Gordon found that
explanation of origin in God. God was the origin and environ-
ment of Christ.
Christ was, then the Incarnation of God. In the mind
of Christ God's mind was sovereign; in his heart God's heart
ruled; in his soul the soul of God lived. This raised the
ancient problem of how the two natures, divine and human,
could exist in Christ at once. The exalted character of Christ
bound him in a moral union with God. However, there had to
be the reality of a personal being behind that moral character.
t
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Here the principle of difference and identity was employed
by Gordon. There is an identity between man and Christ ana
God, indeed, between God and the entire universe. To stress
this identity alone would sink everything in an abyss of
pantheism and make knowledge impossible. There is also the
principle of difference, equally Important as identity, and
likewise running through the whole universe.
This discussion led Gordon into the credibility of
the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. The Godhead was con-
ceived as an ineffable society of persons. It was a mystery,
*
and would remain a mystery except as disclosed in the oerson
of Christ. The law of identity and difference Gordon found
to be a basic law of reality operating throughout the universe
and having its source in God Himself.
The work of Christ was not conceived by Gordon in any
legalistic, forensic, or mechanical terms. It was the work
of revelation, vision, assurance, love, sympathy, and indeed
educational as the development of latent powers in man. Man
was kin to God, and this Christ revealed and brought to
actuality by his redeeming passion.
Christ gave man an adequate conception of God as the
loving Father. He gave man an adequate conception of man as
the child of God capable of growing into his inheritance. He
created the adequate atmosphere for this growth by making man
aware that the world was not anthropomorphic but Chris tomorphic.
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Christ gave man optimism, the spirit of goodwill,
and moral power to enable man to live up to the ethic of
Christ to which man was amenable. The mind of Christ was
reproducible in the mind of man. The very source of the
Chris tology was the salvation which man sought. Salvation
was achieved by the very processes whereby a Christology
was fashioned— meditation on the history, records, and
meaning of Christ, with moral sympathy, spiritual imagina-
tion* and religious insight.
The crucifixion of Christ was a symbol of the love
and redeeming passion of Christ and of God, indeed, a symbol
of the parental sacrificial love which was inherent in man.
The atonement was an atonement of love, a reconciliation by
the almightyness of character, the character of God revealed
in Christ. Gordon had implicit faith in the sovereign power
of the highest good to lift life to its own level.
Gordon considered himself as in the line of descent
from Jonathan Edwards. He accepted Jonathan Edwards's funda-
mental proposition of the absolute sovereignty of God, and
agreed with Edwards on the trinitarian nature of God, and
also upon the role of faith in religious experience. However,
Gordon did not accept the Edwardian exposition of these points.
He considered the Edwardian system as employing the wrong
method, that method being deductive, and he proceeded to
employ what he considered to be an inductive method. He
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thought that the Edwardian theology suffered a fatal logical
contradiction in its assertion of God's creating the universe
and then holding the world responsible for sin as though it
had created itself. Gordon regarded the governmental view
of Edwards to be structurally false, and he insisted upon
the parental view of God. The doctrine of the atonement
held by Edwards he considered to have negative moral
implications, and he insisted upon the universality of God's
love as necessary to the maintainance of God's character.
Gordon put Christ at the center of his construction of
theology, and held that the Edwardians had subordinated the
Incarnation to the satisfaction theory of the atonement. By
his alterations and reorganization of Edwards Gordon believed
he had universalized the New England theology.
Criticism of Gordon for being victimized by his own
imagination in reproducing the mind of Christ, for fashion-
ing his own religious experience into a philosophical idea of
ruling authority, for covering a lack of precision in state-
ment with literary style and force, is ameliorated by rememb-
ering that Gordon was not a systematic theologian, but a
Christian preacher. It was his purpose to establish in the
Christian community a more wholesome and effective approach
to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. This he did.
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Christianity is an historic religion resting on
the historic person of Jesus Christ. Christology, as used
in this study, refers to both the person and the work of
Jesus Christ. The purpose of the study was to determine
and describe the Christology of George Angier G-ordon. There
have been many treatments of the persistent problem of Christ-
ology, &nd many studies of the Christologies of various men.
There was no work dealing specifically with the Christology
of George Angier Gordon.
The method employed in this study is relatively simple,
and consists of extracting from all of Gordon’s known writings
those elements dealing with Christology. His own life, the
works of those supporting and criticizing him, and the Christ-
ology of Jonathan Edwards, upon whom Gordon considered himself
to have constructed his reorganization of theology, were
investigated as aids in better understanding Gordon's Christ-
ology. Gordon' s views are systematically organized and pre-
sented.
Gordon was born In 1853 on the estate of Pitodrie,
Parish of Oyne
,
Aberdeenshire, Scotland. He was the son of
a Scottish farm overseer, and he received an elementary
education in the Scottish public schools. Gordon came to
America and the city of Boston in 1871. After holding a
number of positions at manual labor and through the influence
of the Reverend Luther H. Angler, pastor of the Fourth
Presbyterian Church, South Boston, he entered Bangor Theo-
logical Seminary in 1874.
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At the Bangor Seminary Gordon was trained in the
New England Theology, a strongly Calvinlstic theology which
had long dominated In New England. Gordon was no stranger
to this view for it had been Calvinism which dominated the
Scottish churches of his boyhood. During his course of study
he was sent to a Horae Missionary Parish at Temple, Maine.
There he served two summer vacations and one year after
graduation. There, too, he was ordained into the Christian
ministry in 1877.
,
Somewhat reversing the more normal procedure he
sought entrance to Harvard College, and was admitted as a
special student in 1878. His admission was arranged by the
Reverend Angler and President Charles Eliot of Harvard.
There he studied Greek with William Watson Goodwin, who
declared that Gordon was the best Greek student he had ever
had, and philosophy with George Herbet Palmer and William
James. By a unanimous vote of the faculty he Joined the
Class of 1881 in its senior year and was graduated with the
degree of A.B. magna cum laude.
The death of his father left his mother in her
Scottish home without support, and Gordon turned from an
opportunity for foreign study and accepted a call to a church
in order to support her. In 1881 he began a happy three year-
pastorate at the Second Congregational Church of Greenwich,
Connecticut.

In 1884 he accepted a second call extended to him
by the Old South Church of Boston. The installing council
convened on April 2, 1884. Gordon had, largely through the
period of his studies at Harvard, relinquished the New
England Theology. His installation became a test case and
after an extended debate he was installed by a forty-eight to
eighteen vote. This installation in one of the great pulpits
of Congregationalism marked the departure of the denomination
from strict adherence to the tenets of Calvinism. It was the
turning point, and for more than forty years Gordon labored
in that church to complete the change of view. During his
first years he was under bitter attack, but his pulpit power
and a constant flow of illuminating books from his pen turned
the case completely in his favor. He died on October 24,
1929 honored by the universities he had served, Harvard,
Yale, Columbia, and others, respected by the ministers with
whom he had labored, remembered by a thousand pulpits across
the land whose freedom he had won, and loved by one of Boston’
s
largest and most effective parishes which he had faithfully
served.
Five major influences guided his own creative genius
in the work of rebuilding a theology to replace the old ortho-
doxy he had discarded. His Christology was central in this
new theology. From his family Inheritance came a deep know-
ledge of family love at its best, a refuge from a cold un-
friendly religion. From Bangor Theological Seminary came a
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thorough knowledge of the theology he laid aside, the capacity
to be its critic. From Harvard College came a rich inherit-
ance of the world's treasure of learning, an open mind with
vast reaches before it. From Frederick Denison Maurice, the
late leader of the Broad Church party in the Church of England,
there came a vision of how the best of a tradition might be
preserved. And from his own Hellenic studies came a rich
philosophical insight into the world of human values.
Two great experiences marked his own creative thought.
One occurred at Appleton Chapel while he was a student at
Harvard College. Out of this experience it became clear to
him that human life was the final court from which there was
no appeal, life was central and supreme in this world. The
second great experience, the date and place of which he has
not recorded, brought him the insight that what historic
theology needed for its salvation was to be universalized
from the Being of God down to the last human being in time
and through all the processes of its thought.
His method of procedure was inductive reasoning from
a philosophical idea embodied in the person of Jesus Christ.
Historical criticism was just a whisper in the land in that
day, and the philosophical idea had to do duty in its place.
That idea was that the mission of Jesus Christ was a mission
of love from God to all mankind. All Scriptural texts and
ideas were to be judged in the light of that idea. However,
Gordon acknowledged that the ultimate standard was the Infinite
.I
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as revealed by Jesus Christ. His entire theology was
heuristic.
The source of his Christology was not in the outworn
systems of the past, but in the mind of Christ. The mind of
Christ, he acknowledged
,
was imperfectly preserved in the
records, distorted by pious men in the process of historic
transmission, but nonetheless capable of being recaptured in
its essential purity by the present generation. The mind of
Christ was discoverable by profound meditation upon the Holy
Scripture, upon the historical record of the impact of Christ
on civilization, and upon the meaning of Christ in the
present. Moral sympathy, spiritual imagination, and religious
insight were absolutely necessary for successful recovery of
the mind of Christ, for the consciousness of Christ. Disciple-
ship must precede apostleship.
Cordon saw Christ first as the human Jesus, the perfect
man. The perfection of Jesus Christ was unique and original.
This quality of character ranked Jesus Christ as the highest
human nature, the ineffable loveliness. His sinlessness was
not alone a negative quality, but a positive action toward
righteousness. Jesus showed himself to be the lover of men,
and consequently their best judge. Supremely he was the
sovereign teacher of men.
Cordon found the resurrection credible only on the
basis of the moral worth of Jesus. If he was an exception
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to the law of sin it was credible that he was an exception
to the law of death.
The quality of Christ made him the Ideal. The ideal
is always unique and universal, and requires a description of
origin deeper than the processes of history. Gordon found
that explanation in God. God was the origin and environment
of Christ.
Christ was the Incarnation of God. In the mind of
Christ the mind of God reigned; in the soul of Christ the
soul of God was enshrined; in the heart of Christ the heart
of God beat out its rhythm of love. How then were the two
natures, human and divine, united in Jesus Christ. Primarily
»
there was a moral union with God. Indeed, according to
Gordon, all men were kin to God. The union of Christ with
God was an Ineffable union, but the ethical quality of
Christ's character had to have behind it the reality of a
personal being. An ethic alone was insufficient. There had
to be a metaphysic of Jesus. Here the principle of identity
and difference did service. It was a principle which Gordon
found to be a part of reality running from God to man and
throughout the universe. If identity were stressed everything
would be sunk In an abyss of pantheism. Even knowledge would
be impossible. If the principle of difference were stressed
the possibility of knowledge would again be lost. With each
playing its proper role understanding was possible.
0
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The dual principle of identity and difference led
directly to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. The
Godhead was conceived to be a society of persons. It was
a mystepy embodying the principle, and it would remain a
mystery except as partially disclosed in the person of Jesus
Christ.
The work of Christ was conceived in moral and educa-
tive terras. Gordon cast aside all forensic, legalistic, and
mechanical concepts of Christ' s redemptive work. His work
was a work of love, vision, revelation, assurance, sympathy,
and education. Man was related to God, consubstantial with
God, and this it was Christ's work to reveal with his redeem-
ing passion.
Christ gave man an adequate conception of God as his
loving father. He gave man an adequate conception of man as
the child of God capable of growing into his inheritance.
Christ created the adequate atmosphere for that growth by
making society Chris tomorphic. It was to the ethics of Christ
that man was amenable, and Christ gave man the moral power to
achieve the ethical goal by furnishing hope, optimism, and
goodwill. The mind of Christ was reproducible, and to capture
that consciousness of Christ was man' s high calling. The
ground and source of Chris tology was in fact that salvation
which Christ brought.
The crucifixion was not a propitiatory sacrifice,
but a disclosure of the redeeming passion of God and of Christ.
<1
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The atonement was an atonement of love, a reconciliation by
the almightyness of character, the character of God revealed
in Jesus Christ.
At the heart of Gordon's conception of the work of
Christ was his Implicit faith in the sovereign power of* the
highest good to lift life to its own level. In that way
alone could man remain a free spirit capable of freely loving
the God who made him and loved him.
Gordon thought of himself as continuing the tradit-
ion of American theology dating from Jonathan Edwards. Ke
found himself in agreement with Edwards upon the absolute
sovereignty of God, the Trinitarian nature of God, and the
role of faith In religious experience. However, in the
interpretation of these principles there was some disparity.
Gordon considered Edwards and the Edwardians to have been
subject to defects in method, logical consistency, structural
form, and moral quality. He replaced the deductive logic of
Edwards with an inductive method. He universalized God's
redemptive work and thereby eliminated the fatal contradiction
of the Edwardian system which declared God as absolute creator
and yet left the world as though responsible for Its own
creation and sin. He replaced the Edwardian governmental
structure of theology with a parental conception. He sub-
stituted for the Edwardian emphasis on original sin and
depravity his own emphasis upon man's divine nature revealed
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through the Incarnation. Edwards stressed the work of Christ
in the atonement and submerged the significance of the
Incarnation. Gordon placed the Incarnation at the center of
his thought, and he read the universe through the eyes and
heart of Jesus.
Gordon admired the Unitarian protest against a
Trinitarianism that had become tritheism, and he found himself
in deep sympathy with their rediscovery of the value of man.
However, Gordon saw the day of protest as past and the time
for reunion at hand. Unitarianism and Trinitarianism had,
according to Gordon, already commenced the process of
appropriating each others truths without admission of the
fact. Gordon was always in the vanguard of an historical
liberalism which moved from humanistic bases to theistic
conclusions. He fought its battles in his day not with
theological tomes, nor in the educational arena of the
seminary, but from a. leading pulpit in a leading city that
heard and honored its clergy.
Criticism may be levelled at Gordon for certain
failures at this point or that, but no man honored the in-
telligence of his. congregations more than Gordon, and they
in return lived up to him. He knew he was not conclusive,
but he also knew that no man pondering the Infinite could
be.
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John Frederick Olson was horn in Highland Park,
Michigan on December 24, 1919, the second of three sons
of the Reverend Oscar Thomas Olson and Edith (Ketcham)
Olson. His father, a Methodist clergyman, served churches
in Detroit, Michigan; Baltimore, Maryland; Wilmette, Illinois;
and Cleveland, Ohio. Consequently his son’s elementary
education was gained in several different schools. The
Friend’s School, Baltimore; The Stolp School, Wilmette, Illinois
The New Trier Township High School, Winnetka, Illinois; and
The Shaker Heights High School, Shaker Heights, Ohio were
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attended in that order, and he graduated from the last named
school in 1937.
He graduated from DePauw University, Greencastle,
Indiana in 1941 with the A.B. degree having majored in
Philosophy with Dr. Lisgar R. Eckardt. The following fall
he marticulated in the Boston University School of Theology,
Boston, Massachusetts and was graduated from that institution
in 1944 with the degree of 3. T. B. (summa cum laude) . He
marticulated in the Boston University Graduate School as
Jacob Sleeper Fellow of the School of Theology, and became
a candidate for the Ph.D. in the fall of 1946.
Employment was interspersed throughout his education.
Summer vacations were spent in the employ of the Carpenter
Steel Company, Cleveland, Ohio; the Addressograph-Multigraph
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio; and the American Youth Foundation,
St. Louis, Missouri. The school year of 1943-1944 he served
as Associate Pastor of the Islington Community Church,
Islington, Massachusetts with Dr. Edwin P. Booth as pastor.
From 1944 until the fall of 1946 he served as Chaplain in the
United States Navy and was placed on inactive duty with the
rank of Lieutenant.
On June 22, 1946 he was married to Jane Elise Pegel
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They have one child, Margaret
Edith, born May 28, 1947, in Boston, Massachusetts.
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Graduate School he has been temporary pastor of the Crombie
Street Congregational Church, Salem, Massachusetts; Associate
Pastor of the Islington Community Church, Islington, Massachu-
setts; and since September 1948 he has been teaching as an
Instructor in the Department of Bible and Religion at
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
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